
Dignity for All:
Bullying Prevention
A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE SCHOOLS PROGRAM

Attitude Shift – 
How Reflection & Empathy 

Can Change Lives  

QUEST 2

Youth Leadership Academy (YLA) is an evidence-based 
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) program that is aligned 
with the Dignity for All Students Act (DASA) and  
the new Common Core standards for ELA. 
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Dear Teachers,
As you begin to embark on the activities and exercises in Quest 2, please keep in mind that 
some students may feel uncomfortable when they are asked to share information about 
their personal experiences or identify times when they may have felt threatened or in dan-
ger. Please let students know that they can choose to opt out of  any activity or exercise, 
or stop participating at any time, without penalty. If  a student does appear to be upset or 
triggered by any of  the material or activities in this Quest, please be sure to refer them 
immediately to the school counselor, psychologist or social worker. If  a student reveals any 
information that provides a “reasonable cause” to suspect abuse, please remember that you 
are a Mandated Reporter.  See the following link for the responsibilities of  a Mandated 
Reporter: https://www1.nyc.gov/site/acs/child-welfare/mandated-reporters.page.

Thank you very much.

      The Urban Tech Team 
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Breakdown of Steps: Curriculum of Activities

QUEST 1:
Knowledge Acquisition

STEP 1: SET THE STAGE
• First Answer: Pre-Learning 

Assessment
• Student Reflections: Where 

Do I Stand?
• Break the Ice: Perceptions of 

Bullying
• Break the Ice: Understanding 

Bullying 

STEP 2: PATTERNS OF  
BULLYING BEHAVIOR
• Introduction to Step 2
• On the Reel: Standing 

Together
• Break It Down: Patterns of 

Bullying
• Behind the Scenes: Rebecca
• Write to the Point: Patterns 
• Just The Facts: Bullying 

Defined

STEP 3: THE CYCLE OF BULLYING
• Introduction to Step 3
• Break It Down: The Cycle of 

Bullying
• Behind the Scenes: Kevin
• Write to the Point: 

Experiences
• Just the Facts: Break the 

Bullying Cycle
• We Got Game: The Anchor 

Person

STEP 4: THIS IS HOW WE ROLE
• Introduction to Step 4
• Break It Down: This Is How 

We Role
• Behind the Scenes: Lori
• Write to the Point: Being a 

Bystander

STEP 5: CALL OUT CYBERBULLYING
• Introduction to Step 5
• Break It Down: Calling Out 

Cyberbullying
• Behind the Scenes: Kimberly
• Write to the Point: A Digital 

Hero 
• Just the Facts: Cyberbullying 

– Did You Know?
• We Got Game: Fact or Fiction

POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT
• Final Answer & Wall of Ideas

QUEST 2: 
Attitude Shift

STEP 1: SET THE STAGE
• First Answer: Pre-Learning 

Assessment
• Break the Ice: Identifying 

and Exploring Emotions

STEP 2: NAME IT TO TAME IT
• Introduction to Step 2  
• On the Reel: Dig Deeper to 

See Causes 
• Break It Down: Dream Big 

Dig Deeper, Connecting 
Feelings and Behavior 

• Behind the Scenes: Derek’s 
father, Brian and Derek 

• Write to the Point: How 
School Climate Can Change 
a Life 

• Just the Facts: Name It To 
Tame It

• We Got Game: Perpetrating 
Rhymes 

STEP 3: WHAT MINDFULNESS 
AND EMPATHY CAN DO FOR ME
• Introduction to Step 3 
• Break It Down: What 

Mindfulness and Empathy Can 
Do For Me  

• Behind the Scenes: Tasha
• Write to the Point: What 

Mindfulness and Empathy Can 
Do For You 

• Just the Facts: The Simplest 
of Acts

POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT
• Final Answer: Post-Learning 

Assessment

QUEST 3: 
Behavior Transformation
STEP 1: SET THE STAGE
• First Answer: Pre-Learning 

Assessment
• Break the Ice: Living the 

Dream 

STEP 2: CREATING OUR OWN 
REFLECTIVE COMMUNITIES
• Introduction to Step 2  
• On the Reel: Compassion, 

A Tool For Reflective 
Communities 

• Break It Down: Empathy and 
Compassion into Action 

• Behind the Scenes: Brad
• Write to the Point: 

Creating Our Own Reflective 
Communities 

• Just the Facts: Why a 
Reflective Community? What’s 
in It for Me? 

• We Got Game: Choose to 
Defuse: “The Whole Story”

STEP 3: MAKING RESTORATIVE 
JUSTICE FOR ALL
• Introduction to Step 3  
• On the Reel: Standing ALL 

Together 
• Break It Down: ALL Together 

for change 
• Write to the Point: My Value 

Statement 
• Just the Facts: Restorative 

Justice Defined 
• We Got Game: Create a 

Mission Statement

POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT
• Final Answer: Post-Learning 

Assessment 
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Customizing the Curriculum:  
Enrichments and Extensions 
Making YLA Accessible to All: 
Thematic Learning Opportunities
We realize that implementing a new program while 
meeting the diverse needs of  students and standards 
is difficult. One of  our goals is to provide you with 
ideas, plans, and resources to help facilitate the im-
plementation process. All Activity Plans provide 
Extension Activities to support students at different 
levels of  academic learning.

Since the lessons are written for a range of  grade 
levels, each Activity Plan provides suggestions and/
or directions to access some additional material 
needed to meet grade level standards.

The following are ideas that demonstrate how these 
lessons can have a direct connection to the major 
subject areas. In addition to all the extension activi-
ties included, this section provides a wealth of  ideas 
for ELA, math, science and social studies.

ELA

Overall: Every activity plan contains vocabulary, listening, speaking, reading and writing to be used 
alongside class discussion . Our modules are delivered online, but are meant to be teacher-led and 
discussion-focused . Students are asked to interact with each other and talk as a means of improving 
and building interpersonal skills .

Think/pair/share: Try pairing students up to encourage more student engagement . This requires 
discussion and peer-to-peer interaction . In addition, think/pair/share activities foster students’ 
personal connections to the subject matter and may enable them to more easily share their thoughts 
and ideas . As a separate project each pair can decide how they will present their experiences within 
the larger class discussion .

Research and Writing: Compare/Contrast History: There are a number of historical figures who 
bullied or were bullied and many who still do it today . Students can research and write about bullies 
you have already studied in history, or they can write about current discussions of historical figures 
they are studying . For thematic learning, try tying in lessons from a different classroom like Social 
Studies or History .

Student reports/essays as assessment: Writing about historical figures or bullying concepts 
from the module can be used as another form of assessment and as a great academic ELA writing 
assignment . Teachers will be able to assess a student’s understanding of bullying, its historical 
context and the writing skills required at the specific grade level .
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Customizing the Curriculum: Enrichments and Extentions (continued)

SOCIAL STUDIES/HISTORY/ECONOMICS

Overall: Bullying is a large part of history and current events . If we lead the study of bullying with 
its historical context and show its effects on history, students will be able to see how bullying is not 
just a problem happening at school, it’s a problem happening in life . There are positive lessons from 
history—heroes who rose up against bullies, and wars that have been fought . By studying bullying in 
a larger context, students can identify patterns and make meaningful connections to their everyday 
life .

Analyze Historical Events: Use a variety of strategies to analyze bullying in historical context or 
current events . Examples:

• Slavery – U .S .
• Adolf Hitler – WW II
• USSR – Ukraine
• Women’s rights – throughout history
• ISIS – cyberbullying to get followers
• Rwanda Genocide
• Cambodian Genocide
• Yezidi Ethnic and Religious Minority Persecution

Positive Connections: In Quests 2 and 3, students can start to apply the concepts of bullying to 
positive relationships—the idea that in history there were people that did the right thing, even 
going against national bullies and established laws . Enrich this concept by studying people who 
helped during historical atrocities, namely:

• Oskar Schindler (Holocaust)
• Corrie ten Boon (Holocaust)
• Sir Nicholas George Winton MBE (Holocaust)
• Mbaye Diagne (Rwanda)
• Somaly Mam (Cambodia)
• Malala (Nadia Murad)
• Underground Railroad (U .S . slavery)

SCIENCE

Overall: Bullying affects the mind and body in many ways . Here you can study the connection that 
bullying has on the mind and body .

Biology Concept: Adaptation: Have the class review animals that dominate other animals and the 
concept of food chains . In nature animals hunt for their food and their livelihood, but this fight 
also teaches defense mechanisms for animals further down the food chain . Discussions can involve 
both the natural concepts involved with “survival of the fittest,” the defenses created for use in the 
natural world, and human brain evolution — the development of the upper cortex .

Biology and Neuroscience: The Brain: As humans, we are at the top of the food chain . In these 
Bullying Prevention modules, we’ve incorporated research detailing the concept of “Reflexive Brain” 
vs . “Reflective Brain” in human evolution . Research this and have discussions around the anatomy of 
the brain, recent neuropsychology findings and implications as they relate to social-emotional and 
relational skills .
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Customizing the Curriculum: Enrichments and Extentions (continued)

MATH

Overall: There has been a lot of research collected on the topic of bullying, and you can use this 
research as a great opportunity to look at data — number relationships in statistics, percentages, 
and probability (i .e ., What is the rate of increase of cyberbullying over the last 5 years? What could 
be the effect of one person affecting 2 people, then those 2 people affecting 4 people, and so on?) . 
As part of algebraic thinking, students are expected to solve problems and identify and explain 
patterns in arithmetic .

Surveys: Survey the class or school, gather data, and interpret what it means . Try to include 
quantitative data in several areas of bullying: Have you been bullied? How many times a week have 
you been bullied? Have you bullied other people? Then use those results to graph or statistically 
show bullying effects .

The Statistics of Bullying: There are a number of statistics that have been gathered about bullying, 
its effects and influences . But what is the original research really saying? How were the results 
calculated?

Question the Numbers: When reviewing or compiling research, it’s important to analyze and/or 
depict what is actually measured and the assumptions used . For instance, when collecting survey 
data about bullying in your current classroom, is it statistically significant? Can it be generalized to 
reflect the measure of the whole school? The whole district? The state?

TECHNOLOGY

Overall: Our module is delivered online and can be used with other applications like web browsers, 
research and writing tools .

Video Creation: Within the module, we use videos and animation to reflect stories and concepts 
about bullying . Students can learn how to create videos and animations to tell their stories or others’ 
stories about bullying and its effects . (And why not share them with us? We would love to help pass 
those stories on to other schools! Send the YouTube or Vimeo link to info@urbantech .org .)

Online Research: Students can use the YLA App to research in the Hot Link Library and find 
statistics on bullying, research historical events for an assignment, and/or research current events 
in more detail to go beyond a sample article or news story . In outside Internet searches, they can 
upload related and useful websites to the platform to share with other students .

Cyberbullying: Our lessons on cyberbullying delve into the dangers and the criminal elements tied 
to this new phenomenon . Our lessons focus on teaching about the permanence of the Internet and 
importance of cyber safety . We talk about cyberbullying and the emotional consequences, but also 
the long-term effects, legal ramifications and safety concerns students need to be aware of . We 
suggest that you help students find Internet protection organizations and use their privacy settings 
while investigating current policy and ideas for new legislation .
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Getting Started in the Classroom
This list of  suggestions that will make the implementation of  this curriculum enjoyable and feasible for the 
instructor. Use this guide, as well as the Instructor Preparation Guide on page 143, to plan your lessons.

Curriculum Resources Needed
 qInstructor Curriculum Guide: This guide is used 
to help you become familiar with the YLA mod-
ule and the lessons you will be teaching. Feel free 
to use the lessons in any order or change them 
to fit your student’s needs. Our Guide is here to 
provide you with the important information you 
need to teach and give you suggestions for class-
room instruction.

 qStudent Workbook: YLA provides student work-
books with the instructional material found on 
the YLA Digital Application, all relevant activity 
worksheets and glossaries, and prompts for per-
sonal learning goals and journal entries to docu-
ment their emotions and reflect critically on the 
topics of  the curriculum. Workbooks can be used 
to implement the program in either an off-line or 
online setting.

 qYLA Digital Application: YLA provides an on-
line, interactive, multi-modal platform to both 
support teacher instruction and engage student 
learning. The platform requires computer and 
internet access — it can be either teacher-led 
projection or 1:1. The digital components in-
clude Storytelling, Critical Thinking, and Expe-
riential Learning Activities:  On the Reel, Break 
It Down, Behind the Scenes, Write to the Point, 
We Got Game, and Final Answer. See YLA Ped-
agogy on page 19.

Prepare Before Class
 q  Watch On the Reel: Standing Together and use 
the Instructor Preparation Guide (page 143) to 
keep notes for future reference.

 q  Become familiar with all the activities in the 
Quests for Learning, the content of  the Interface 

and the Overviews and Lesson Plan scripts in the 
curriculum guide, so that you are comfortable 
teaching this material. Use the Instructor Prepa-
ration Guide (page 143) to keep notes for future 
reference.

 qCollect related news articles to bring the topics 
covered in this module into context. Good exam-
ples are articles that demonstrate the importance 
of  bullying prevention, reflection and empathy, 
and safe and supportive schools. These may in-
clude discussions of  threatening environments 
and how people feel who live in them, statistics 
and consquenes of  school bullying, issues in local, 
national and world news, stories about reflection, 
mindfulness, and empathy. In addition, because 
young people are interested in the lives of  celeb-
rities and sports stars, highlight controversies be-
tween public figures that may have been caused 
by physical bullying, discrimination (social bully-
ing), or harrassment (verbal bullying).

 qSet up a bulletin board or poster-size sheet 
of paper for a Wall of Ideas where students and 
teachers can record questions, comments, and in-
formation pertaining to the topic being discussed.  
This bulletin board should enrich the learning 
experience and allow students to visually follow 
their learning progress throughout the entire pro-
gram.

 q  Vocabulary found in the curriculum will often be 
new to participants. Provide participants with a 
photocopied glossary of  these words to use as a 
reference. The participants can then highlight the 
glossary words on the list as they are used in each 
activity. The instructor should also use the glossary 
words frequently to model and reinforce the cor-
rect usage of  the words, helping to make them part 
of  the participants’ everyday vocabulary.
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QUEST 2 

Attitude Shift –  
How Reflection & Empathy  

Can Change Lives

Learning Goals
✔ Understand how attitudes, feelings, and environment influence behavior . 

✔ Develop awareness to identify emotions and one’s reaction to fear .

✔ Understand how mindfulness meditation and empathy can calm fear and improve 
both brain function and relationships .

✔ Analyze how and why trusting relationships and caring communities can improve 
life and learning outcomes .

ELA Goals and Objectives
 q Identify the role peers, home and 

school play over the course of an event 
by reading text and viewing media 
(R .1, R .2, R .3, R .7) .

 q Explain how a series of events and be-
haviors are linked together in an infor-
mational passage . (R .1, R .2, R .3, R .7, 
SL .1) .

 q Use textual evidence to answer explic-
it, inferential and evaluative questions 
in writing and speaking (R .1, W .2, W .9, 
SL .1, SL .2, SL .3, SL .4) .

 q Summarize and explain, in writing 
and speaking, details presented across 
multiple forms of text and media (R .7, 
W .2, SL .1, SL .2, SL .3) .

 q Acquire and use complex vocabulary to 
enhance writing and discussions (L .6) .

 q Communicate how an attitude shift is 
an important step in ending the cycle 
of bullying . (W .2, W .6, W .9) .

 q Demonstrate understanding of content 
through writing (R .7, W .2 W .6, W .9, 
SL .4, L .6) .  

STEP 1: 

Set the Stage

STEP 2: 

Name It  
To Tame It

STEP 3: 

What Mindfulness 
and Empathy Can 

Do For You
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ELA Common Core State Standards (Anchor Standards)

QUEST 2: Attitude Shift –  
How Reflection & Empathy Can Change Lives

 q RI .1 Read closely to determine what 
the text says explicitly and to make 
logical inferences from it, cite spe-
cific textual evidence when writing or 
speaking to support conclusions drawn 
from text .

 q RI .2 Determine central ideas or themes 
of a text and analyze their develop-
ment, summarize the key supporting 
details and ideas .

 q RI .3 Analyze how and why individuals, 
events and ideas develop and interact 
over the course of a text .    

 q RI .7 Integrate and evaluate content 
presented in diverse media and forma-
tives including visually and quantita-
tively, as well as in words .  

 q RI .9 Analyze how two or more texts ad-
dress similar themes or topics in order 
to build knowledge or to compare the 
approaches the authors take .

 q RI .10 Read and comprehend complex 
informational text independently and 
proficiently .

 q W .2 Write informative/explanatory text 
to examine and convey complex ideas 
and information clearly and accurate-
ly through the effective selection, and 
analysis of content .  

 q W .6 Use technology, including the In-
ternet, to produce and publish writing 
and to interact and collaborate with 
others .  

 q W .9 Draw evidence from literary or in-
formational text to support analysis, 
reflection, and research .

 q SL .1: Prepare for and participate effec-
tively in a range of conversations and 
collaborations with diverse partners, 
building on others’ ideas and express-
ing their own clearly and persuasively .  

 q SL .3: Evaluate a speaker’s point of 
view, reasoning and use of evidence 
and rhetoric

 q SL .4: Present information, findings, 
and supporting evidence such that lis-
teners can follow the line of reasoning 
and the organization .

 q L .6 Acquire and use accurately a range 
of general academic and domain-spe-
cific words and phrases sufficient for 
reading, writing, speaking, and listen-
ing and the college and career readi-
ness level; demonstrate independence 
in gathering vocabulary knowledge 
when encountering an unknown term 
important to comprehension or ex-
pression, development, and style are 
appropriate to the task, purpose, and 
audience .
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Break the 
Ice:  
Emotions
p . 152–154

First  
Answer: 
Pre-Learning 
Assessment
p . 147–151

QUEST 2 

Attitude Shift

STEP 1: 

Set the Stage
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Step 1: Set the Stage
Directions: Set the Stage is designed to support teacher’s learning and preparation . As indicated 
previously, Dignity for All consists of 3 Quests, which are broken into Steps . This allows for a 
progression of learning across multiple modalities . Since the module requires digital and print 
resources, time to understand the material and how to access it is imperative . The guiding questions 
and space provided should assist in collecting information related to Quest 2: Attitude Shift .

Quest 2: How Reflection and Empathy Can Change My Life 

GUIDES TEACHER NOTES

STEP 1: SET THE STAGE 
First Answer

pp . 147–151

Summarize the activity and 
include specific details as 
support .

Break the Ice: Identifying and Exploring Emotions

pp . 152–154

Read through the activity and 
take notes

STEP 2: NAME IT TO TAME IT
Introduction: Background Knowledge: Name It to Tame It

pp . 157

Read through the activity and 
take notes

On the Reel: Dig Deeper to See the Causes

pp . 158–162

Watch the video clip and use the 
space provided to take notes .

Summarize the activity and 
include specific details as 
support .
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STEP 2: NAME IT TO TAME IT
Break it Down: Dream Big, Dig Deeper 

pp . 163–168

Read through the activity and 
use the space provided to take 
notes .

Summarize the activity and 
include specific details as 
support .

Behind the Scenes: Derek’s Father, Brian; Derek

pp . 169–174

Read through the writing activity 
and use the space provided to 
take notes .

Summarize the activity and 
include specific details as 
support .

Write to the Point: How School Climate Can Change a Life

pp . 175–179

Read through Write to the Point 
and use the space provided to 
take notes .

Summarize the activity and 
include specific details as 
support .

Just the Facts: Name It to Tame It

pp . 180–185

Read through the writing activity 
and use the space provided to 
take notes .

Summarize the activity and 
include specific details as 
support .

Set the Stage (continued)
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STEP 1: NAME IT TO TAME IT
We Got Game: Perpetrating Rhymes

pp . 186–190

Read through We Got Game .

Summarize the activity and 
include specific details as 
support .

Play a round of the game and 
take notes .

STEP 3: PUT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY INTO ACTION

Introduction: Background Knowledge: Put Mindfulness and Empathy into Action for Climate Change

pp . 192 

Read through the activity and 
take notes

Break it Down: What Empathy and Mindfulness Can Do for Me 

pp . 193–198 

Read through Break it Down .

Summarize the activity and 
include specific details as 
support .

Behind the Scenes: Tasha

pp . 199–203 

Read through Behind the Scenes .

Summarize the activity and 
include specific details as 
support .

Set the Stage (continued)
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STEP 3: PUT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY INTO ACTION
Just the Facts: The Simplest of Acts

pp . 209–213 

Read through Just the Facts and 
use the space provided to take 
notes .

Summarize the activity and 
include specific details as 
support .

QUEST 2: FINAL ANSWER: POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT
Quest 2 Post-Learning Assessment

pp . 214–217

Summarize the activity and 
include specific details as 
support .

Set the Stage (continued)
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Background
Quest 2 Pre-Learning Assessment measures students’ prior knowledge about the content taught in Quest 
2. To ensure quality data, it is recommended that the assessment be administered before the content 
from this module is introduced. The results will provide valuable information about students’ levels 
of  understanding as well as any misconceptions about the topic. The information gathered should be 
used to individualize learning and to tailor the activities in this module.

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives
 q Identify students’ prior knowledge about bul-
lying.

 qDiscern gaps in students’ understanding and 
any existing misconceptions.

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qAssessment in printed or digital format

 qWriting materials

Customizing the Curriculum

Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for stu-
dents with little prior knowledge of  the objectives 
in this activity, here is an activity to extend their 
learning: 

 qWrite “Dignity for All” on the board. Encour-
age students to reflect on these words. Ask stu-
dents to refer back to their KWL chart in their 
DFA Workbook from Quest 1. Provide time for 
students to fill in what they’ve learned in the L 
column. Allow students to share out any part 
of  the chart and anything remaining in the W 
column. 

Enrichment Activities
 qContinue to utilize your Wall of  Ideas from 
Quest 1 Dignity for All module. The purpose of  
the board is to generate a place where students 
add questions, comments and information as 
the module progresses. Have the students add 
questions they may have about this next Quest 
and add any vocabulary or concepts that they 
bring up during this first introduction. Be as 
creative as you want with the Wall of  Ideas. 
This bulletin board should enrich the learning 
experience.

Assessment 
This pre-learning assessment affords an oppor-
tunity to collect valuable data. Student respons-
es should be examined to determine individual 
gaps in knowledge about bullying. Also, take note 
of  common response patterns aligned to values, 
beliefs and attitudes about the nature of  bully-
ing. Finding common patterns enables informed 
adjustments to instruction. Finally, take note of  
ideas that need further development and miscon-
ceptions that contribute to certain behaviors. 

QUEST 2 | STEP 1
PRE-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

Instructor Notes 
First Answer: Pre-Learning Assessment

Vocabulary
• effective • prevent
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QUEST 2 | STEP 1
PRE-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

First Answer: Pre-Learning Assessment

Lesson Plan (40 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(15 min)

• Begin the class by having stu-
dents complete the pre-assess-
ment for Quest 2 on page 74 
of  their workbooks.

Please turn to page 74 of your Dignity for All 
workbook and take 5 minutes to silently complete the 
Quest 2 pre-assessment . Remember, this isn’t graded . 
We are using this to understand our present knowledge 
of the topic . 

Introduction 
(10 min)

• Have the students open to page 
74 in the DFA workbooks.

• Let the students know that 
they will have a few minutes to 
reflect and write after you read 
the Introduction to Quest 2 
together.

• On the board write the learn-
ing objectives for Quest 2 
provided below in the At Your 
Fingertips box.

• This helps frame the lessons 
for this quest.

Let’s open our DFA workbooks and read the 
Introduction to Quest 2 . After we read it together, 
you’ll have a few moments to reflect and jot down 
your thoughts . 

As you can see by what is on the board, this Quest 
is about the relationship between our emotions and 
our brains’ responses to bullying and other outside 
influences .

In this Quest there are 2 steps:

• Name it to Tame it .

• What Empathy Can Do For Me .

We will begin Quest 2, by learning to define, recognize 
and understand our emotions and emotional responses 
to outside influences .

Later in this Quest we will learn more about the 
neuroscience of our brains and some ways to help us 
learn to manage and take control of our behaviors .

Activity 
(7 min)

• Have students take a moment 
to fill in the first two columns 
of  the KWL chart on page 
76 of  the workbook. 

• Instruct students on definition 
of  personal and group learning 
goals.

• Then turn to page 77 in the 
student workbook.

• Let your students know that 
this will not be graded but is 
something for them to reflect 
on and refer to.

Take a moment to jot down what you already know and 
what you what to know about this Quest on page 76 
of the workbook . 

Now let’s define our learning goals for Quest 2 . 

Personal learning goals can be based on a personal 
experience or need . They can apply to you alone or to 
a group, as in “to understand my feelings and needs 
better” OR “to be able to work well with a group, to 
know the skills I need to work well in a team .”

• Can we as a group come up with an example of a 
personal learning goal that applies to the group? 

• Now let’s talk about our goals for the class . These 
are the Quest 2 learning goals on page 77 of the 
workbook .

continued on next page 
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Lesson Plan (continued)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Discussion 
(8 min)

• TW will lead class discussion.
• Give everyone an opportunity 

to share, but allow discussions 
to happen organically.

• If  no one is willing to share, 
prompt a discussion about a 
learning goal of  yours or one 
that you may have for your 
class.

• Here you can add the self-as-
sessment above.

• Take a moment and look at the Venn Diagram you 
filled in on 11 in your DFA workbook for Quest 1 . 
Look at what you learned and where you started .

• Using what we have learned so far, go to the Venn 
diagram in your DFA workbook for Quest 2 on page 
77 . 

• Write at least two personal learning goals for this 
Quest .

• Who would like to share about what they wrote for 
their personal goals? 

Conclusion 
(5 min)

• Put up your Wall of  Ideas from 
Quest 1. Review your class 
rules and what they learned.

• Begin putting learning goals 
and vocab the board.

Let’s spend a few minutes today thinking about the 
class rules we set for ourselves in the beginning of the 
Dignity For All module and remember how they apply to 
our classroom . These are important because we want 
everyone here to feel safe, comfortable and heard . 

• Does anyone have any questions about the 
classroom rules we talked about?

• Now let’s think about how those may change or 
need to be adjusted . Is there anything you would 
like to add? 

Next Steps TW tell class: Until our next class, I want you to reflect on the personal goals that you 
wrote down and think about any others that you might have . You can write them down on 
your journaling page in your DFA workbook when you come back .

QUEST 2 | STEP 1
PRE-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

First Answer: Pre-Learning Assessment
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At Your Fingertips

First Answer: Pre-Learning Assessment

QUEST 2 | STEP 1
PRE-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

Please use the Quest 2 pre-learning assessment First Answer: How Reflection & Empathy  
Can Change Lives that is located in the student workbook, online under the First Answer icon, or here 
on the following page.

Answer Key for First Answer:
1. C 2. B 3. A 4. D 5. D 6. B 7. D 8. D
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Quest 2 Pre-Learning Assessment:  
Attitude Transformation

At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 1
PRE-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

First Answer: Attitude Transformation
Directions: Please mark an X next to the best response.

1. Which of  the following best explains 
the Reflective Brain?
___ a. Section of  the brain that allows us to 

physically move and react.
___ b. Section of  the brain in the middle that 

is the emotional center of  the brain.
___ c. Section of  the brain behind the fore-

head that allows us to think about what 
is going on in ourselves and others.

___ d. Section of  the brain that allows us to 
meditate.

2. What is the definition of  empathy?
___ a. A lack of  interest or concern.
___ b. A perceived understanding of  a 

person’s feelings or emotions, motiva-
tions, and state of  mind.

___ c. A feeling of  sorrow for someone else’s 
feelings or circumstance.

___ d. A feeling of  happiness and comfort.

3. What does it mean when someone says, 
I am about to “flip my lid!”?
___ a. The emotional brain becomes over-

whelmed and no longer communicates 
with the reflective part of  the brain.

___ b. The upper brain becomes rational 
and pushes the reflective section of  
the brain to react.

___ c. The reflective section of  the brain 
becomes excited and develops a sense 
of  self-awareness.

___ d. The midbrain senses a threat and acti-
vates a response of  flight, fight or freeze.

4. Which word best describes a bully’s 
behavior?
___ a. passive
___ b. empathic

___ c. active
___ d. aggressive

5. Why do bystanders play a pivotal role in 
the cycle of  bullying?
___ a. They can become bullies.
___ b. They can show empathy to the target. 
___ c. They can be passive and send a message to 

bullies that their actions should continue.
___ d. All of  the above

6. What is NOT an example of  how the 
cycle of  bullying continues?
___ a. Targets becomes bullies to feel a sense 

of  power.
___ b. The bystanders show empathy to the 

target.
___ c. The target freezes with fear.
___ d. The bullying behavior has been 

passed down through generations.

7. What is an example of  how our bodies 
react to threat?
___ a. Our bodies release hormones and bio-

chemicals.
___ b. Our heart rates increase so that our 

body is prepared to react.
___ c. Our brains’ ability to think critically 

and reflect is cut off.
___ d. All of  the above.

8. Which is true about safe and supportive 
school climates?
___ a. Bullying can occur in secret.
___ b. Bystanders choose not to intervene.
___ c. Bullying reaches a larger audience.
___ d. The likelihood that students will be able 

to attain personal life goals is greatly 
increased.
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QUEST 2 | STEP 1
SET THE STAGE

Instructor Notes 
Break the Ice: Identifying and Exploring Emotions 

Background
The purpose of  this activity is to set the stage for Quest 2 by recognizing our own feelings and atti-
tudes, examining the influences that affect our attitudes, and introducing the concepts of  reflection 
and empathy as a path toward achieving our goals for academic and personal success.

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives
 q Identify different emotions that one has in un-
safe environments

 q Identify attitudes around fear

 q Identify physical and emotional reactions to 
fear

 qDiscover the connection between brain func-
tion and reflection and empathy

 qExplore mindfulness meditation exercises as 
a way to regulate physical and emotional re-
sponses

ELA Objectives
 qAcquire and use complex vocabulary to en-
hance writing and discussions (L.6).

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qPaper or printed worksheets 

 qWriting materials

Customizing the Curriculum

Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for stu-
dents with little prior knowledge, here is an activ-
ity to extend their learning around empathy: 

 qWatch Dr. Dan Siegel’s Videos in the Hot Link 
Library on Reflection, Relationships, and Re-
silience.

Enrichment Activities
 qHave students determine how empathic they 
are by taking the Berkeley Empathy Quiz 
(http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/quizzes/
take_quiz/140). After completing the quiz, 
have the students share their results with a peer. 

Assessment 
 qUse the Discussion Scoring Guide on page 
218 to assess participants’ levels of  collabora-
tive discussion skills. Give copies to the partic-
ipants to review the characteristics of  a good 
discussion and how to self-evaluate their own 
collaborative discussion skills.

 qObservation/Anecdotal Records: During 
the discussion, determine the students’ gener-
al understanding of  the terms and check the 
graphics they create to determine their levels 
of  honesty and engagement. You can use the 
possible answers in the At your Fingertips box be-
low as a reference for assessment.

Vocabulary
• reflective brain • reflexive brain
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continued on next page 

Lesson Plan (40 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(15 min)

•  Begin with a 
group discussion by 
re-introducing the 
concept of  Fight, 
Flight, and Freeze 
responses to fear.

• Write this on the 
board and open a 
discussion.

Today we are going to talk about Flight, Fight, and Freeze . Does 
anyone know what this statement may refer to?

 When a person experiences threat or danger in an unsupportive 
environment, the brain goes into survival mode and all signals to 
the upper part of the brain — the part of the brain that allows 
us to think clearly — are cut off, hence the term “flip your lid .” 
Also, all the brain functions (like, reasoning, problem solving, 
planning, organization) that enable us to attain our goals, are no 
longer accessible .

Let’s do something to make this more clear .

Introduction 
(10 min)

• TW now start a 
discussion about 
what that response 
may “feel” like. Do 
this simple 3 min 
exercise to make 
them physically 
aware of  how their 
body may feel when 
threatened.

• Start by having 
students close their 
eyes and tighten ev-
ery muscle in their 
bodies. 

• Prompt them from 
head to toe

• Then ask them to 
take a deep breath 
and release the 
tension, one part at 
a time

• I want you to sit where you are and shut your eyes for me .

• Can you try to tighten every muscle in your body?

• Start with your toes, your legs, your stomach muscles, and 
back . Now squeeze your hands tight, flex your arms, tighten 
your face muscles, clench your teeth and close your eyes 
tightly .

• How does this feel? Notice how tense your body feels, are you 
even taking a breath?

• OK, so now let’s release . Start with your head and your eyes, 
take a deep breath and loosen every muscle all the way down 
to your toes . Take a minute to relax . Take another deep breath . 
Can you feel the release? Can you feel the difference?

• This is just one way our body reacts to outside influences . 
Some people get headaches, or their neck gets sore, their 
breath becomes shallow and fast… physically our bodies react 
to the world around us . 

• You may have known this, but did you know that your brain 
sends signals to your body to be able to respond to threat? 
These are signals that were wired in to protect you from 
predators like saber toothed tigers, but now they are not as 
helpful . The signals get your body ready to be able to fight, 
flight or freeze when in danger, but today, in many cases it’s 
better to be able to reflect or to have empathy – two things 
that you’re not able to do when you have lost control over 
your emotions .

• BUT if we can practice reflection, we can learn to overcome 
that reflex . This is the difference between our reflective brain 
and our reflexive brain .

QUEST 2 | STEP 1
SET THE STAGE

Break the Ice: Identifying and Exploring Emotions
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Lesson Plan (continued)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Activity 
(10 min)

• Write the word 
BAND on the board 
and explain to the 
students what it 
means and how it 
can be helpful

• BAND is a simple acronym that can help you remember what 
to do in times of stress . This simple meditation will help you 
recognize and release a bit when you need it .

• Breathe 

• Attention on your breath

• Notice any feelings, emotions, or stray thoughts you may be 
having

• Direct your attention back to your breath

Discussion 
(2 min)

• Draw a three-col-
umn chart on the 
board provided in 
the At Your Fingertips 
box below or print 
it as a handout

Now let’s talk about times when you may experience a fight, 
flight or freeze situation . Let’s look at this chart and fill it in 
together . Feel free to add any other situations you may think 
of on your own copy- I will not collect them . They are for your 
reference only .

Conclusion 
(8 min)

• Brainstorm for each 
column. 

• See At your Fingertips 
for a list of  possible 
phrases or terms

• Have students fill 
in the third column 
with how they typi-
cally react (behave) 
when they are in 
those situations. 

• Now have students 
look at each column 
and discuss what 
may be a better way 
to react.

Let’s do some brainstorming together for each column . 

• What are some dangerous or stressful situations that you may 
find yourself in?

• What emotions arise when you are in these situations? Name 
some feelings, or body sensations, you may have .

• How do you typically react, or behave to these situations? 
What about others? What are some typical reactions you may 
see others have when put into these situations?

• What might be a more effective or better way to deal with 
those situations?

• Do you see any patterns or connections between the 
threatening situations and how you react?

• Are there ways that your school climate could change to be 
more supportive?

Next Steps TW tell class: Until our next class, I want you to take notice of your environment and your 
reactions to the people and places you encounter . Write anything you find interesting or 
surprising about what you notice in your DFA workbook and feel free to come to me with 
any questions you may have . 

QUEST 2 | STEP 1
SET THE STAGE

Break the Ice: Identifying and Exploring Emotions
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BAND

BAND: 
Breathe 
Attention on your breath
Notice any feelings, emotions, or stray thoughts you may be having
Direct your attention back to your breath

Chart to write on board or print as handout to students

At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 1
SET THE STAGE

TYPES OF THREATENING OR 
DANGEROUS SITUATIONS

EMOTIONS THAT ARISE FOR ME IN 
THOSE SITUATIONS

HOW I TYPICALLY REACT 
(BEHAVE) IN THOSE SITUATIONS

Possible Answers: (for assessment or talking points) 

Column 1: Possible types of  threatening or dangerous situations 

• unfair treatment, discrimination, violence, cruelty, exclusion, meanness, poverty, feeling of  
powerlessness, financial insecurity, emotional insecurity, loss (person, property, status, atten-
tion)

Column 2: Possible types of  emotions that may arise from those situations

• terror, embarrassment, humiliation, sadness, disgust, anger, worry, confusion 

Column 3: Connecting My Emotions to My Behavior

• Fill in the third column with how one typically reacts or behaves when they are in those 
situations. 

 
Connect words in the three columns making cause and effect relationships.
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QUEST 2 

Attitude Shift  

STEP 2: 

Name It  
To Tame It

On the Reel: 
Dig Deeper
p . 158–162

Break It 
Down: Dream 

Big, Dig 
Deeper

p . 163–168

Behind the 
Scenes: Derek’s 
father, Brian, 

and Derek
p . 169–174

Just the 
Facts: Name It 

To Tame It
p . 180–185

We Got  
Game: 

Perpetrating 
Rhymes

p . 186–190

Write to the 
Point: How 

School Climate 
Can Change a 

Life
p . 175–179
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Introduction to Step 2

Learning Checklist
✔ Understand how attitudes, feelings, and environment influence behavior

✔ Develop awareness to identify emotions and one’s reaction to threat

For Your Information
It is estimated that fewer than half  of  bullying incidents experienced by children are actually reported 
to adults (IES 2012). When an incident occurs the bullies, targets, and bystanders all experience an ar-
ray of  emotions, including fear, sadness, embarrassment, and anger. This can cause anyone involved 
to feel powerless within their social structure, and can lead to defensive behavior or disconnection 
from society. For students who are still developing their social morals and values, 
these incidents can be quite powerful in shaping their identities, and serve as a 
catalyst in perpetuating the bullying cycle . 

The field of  neuroscience provides insight into how the brain is involved in bullying behaviors. We 
now know that when we are very frightened, our stress response systems, located in the lower regions 
of  our brain where emotions and instincts reside, take over. Our bodies release hormones and bio-
chemicals, like adrenaline, that activate fight, flight, or freeze responses. Our heart rates will increase 
(“fight” and “flight”) or decrease (“freeze”), and blood may flow to the body’s muscles to prepare us 
for fight or flight.  In some cases, our brains may go into freeze mode. This instinctual behavior is sim-
ilar to what animals of  prey do in the wild when they are being hunted by predatory animals: to ward 
off  attack, they play dead. The survival instinct automatically goes off  when the brain receives signals 
of  threat, a response that is hardwired in the brain. When we are faced with danger and gripped by 
fear, the upper cortex of  our brain is cut off  and we can no longer think logically. In the same way, 
when a child experiences a bullying incident, that same freeze response can be triggered. When a 
person is subjected to bullying over an extended period of time, the brain en-
ters a prolonged stress-response mode and fight, flight, and freeze becomes an 
ongoing behavioral response . It becomes harder to regulate emotions or understand what is 
happening around us, and easier to act impulsively or become overwhelmed by emotions. The high-
er regions of  the brain, where thinking and empathy reside, and where success skills are developed, 
become less accessible.

Recent neurological studies show that recognition of  one’s emotional response as well as empathy 
from others are crucial to easing distress and thinking clearly. Dr. Dan Siegel nicknamed this process 
“Name it to Tame it”, referring specifically to the release of  the neurotransmitter GABA when one’s 
emotional state is named, and that process helps restore the brain to its normal state. Mindfulness 
meditation exercises and empathy from another can help calm the fear response 
in the brain .
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QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 1
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Instructor Notes 
On the Reel: Dig Deeper to See the Causes

Background
The purpose of  this activity is to focus on how feelings and emotions affect the behavior of  the char-
acters in the video to more easily identify one’s own difficult feelings and to recognize how reflection 
and empathy can soothe fear responses and upset feelings. While students identify where and how 
characters might be experiencing fear – from the ones actively participating in the bullying behav-
ior to the ones passively involved or seemingly not involved at all – students can at once explore the 
characters’ behavioral responses and begin to name their own feelings of  uncertainty, discomfort, or 
powerlessness. As a class, you can take a look at climate and theorize how behavior is being impacted 
by the values, constitution, and overall sensations of  the school. 

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives: Attitude Shift: How 
Reflection and Empathy Can Change my 
Life

 qExamine how attitudes, feelings, and environ-
ment might influence behavior

 qDescribe characters’ emotions and possible 
unmet needs

 qExamine where the characters respond with 
fight, flight, or freeze

 qAnalyze the effect that compassion has on oth-
ers

 qBegin to evaluate how and why trusting rela-
tionships and caring communities can improve 
life and learning outcomes 

ELA Learning Objectives
 q Identify the role peers, home and school play 
over the course of  an event by reading text and 
viewing media (R.1, R.2, R.3, R.7).

 qExplain how a series of  events and behaviors 
are linked together in an informational pas-
sage. (R.1, R.2, R.3, R.7, SL.1).

 qUse textual evidence to answer explicit, infer-
ential and evaluative questions in writing and 

speaking (R.1, W.2, W.9, SL.1, SL.2, SL.3, 
SL.4).

 qSummarize and explain, in writing and speak-
ing, details presented across multiple forms of  
text and media (R.7, W.2, SL.1, SL.2, SL.3).

 qAcquire and use complex vocabulary to en-
hance writing and discussions (L.6).

 qCommunicate how an attitude shift is an im-
portant step in ending the cycle of  bullying. 
(W.2, W.6, W.9).

 qDemonstrate understanding of  content 
through writing (R.7, W.2 W.6, W.9, SL.4, L.6). 

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qVideo projection

continued on next page 

Vocabulary
• fear

• attitude

• societal attitude

• cultural attitude

• belonging

• freedom

• power

• unmet needs
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Customizing Your Curriculum

Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for stu-
dents with little prior knowledge of  the objectives 
in this activity, here is an activity to extend their 
learning: 

 qScaffold the learning in this activity using I do 
/ we do / you do. First, model for the students 
how to describe the feelings and/or attitudes of  
one of  the characters in the video. Next, work 
with the students to describe a character’s feel-
ings and attitude. Based on the students’ level 
of  participation and understanding, determine 
if  you need to complete another example to-
gether or if  they can complete the remaining 
character descriptions independently. 

Enrichment Activities
 qHave students choose a character from the vid-
eo and write a diary entry from the character’s 
perspective, but instruct them not to identify 
the character. Then have students exchange 
their sample diary entries with a peer and ask 
the peer reader to determine the identity of  
the character. Encourage the peer readers to 
use evidence from the diary entries and read-
ings to support their assertion in the charac-
ter’s identification.

Adjustment for Grade-Level ELA Standards: 
 qLanguage to describe forms of  fear can vary 
in complexity and nuance. Also, have students 
discuss the meaning of  attitude (what we think 
or feel about something or someone) — where 
and how do we form these attitudes? Then, dis-
cuss both societal and cultural attitudes about 
fear. Find relevant examples in music, media, 
and literature. 

 qAsk the students to consider how an under-
standing of  the character’s (unmet) needs and 
emotions changes their attitudes about the 
characters. Ask the students to consider how 
they might deal with the identified feelings if  
they were in a similar situation, or how they 
may typically deal with those feelings. Ask 
them to consider when they might have had 
those types of  feelings and how they handled 
it. 

 qWatch: Dan Siegel’s brief  video: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=ZcDLzppD4Jc 

Assessment
 qReview their DFA workbooks to determine if  
the students correctly described the characters’ 
emotions and if  they provided a causal con-
nection between emotions, needs, instinctual 
responses, and behavior choices.

 qBased on needs of  the class, choose the Discus-
sion Scoring Rubric or Journal Scoring Guide 
for this activity.

QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 1
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Instructor Notes 
On the Reel: Dig Deeper to See the Causes
(continued)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcDLzppD4Jc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcDLzppD4Jc
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QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 1
NAME IT TO TAME IT

On the Reel: Dig Deeper to See the Causes

Lesson Plan (40 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(5 min)

• Have the students take out 
their charts from last week’s 
Set the Stage activity and 
review.

Today we are going to watch the video, Standing 
Together, again and dig deeper into the behavior of 
the characters .

Let’s review our list of threatening situations, 
behaviors and reactions that we made last class . Does 
anyone want to add to our list?

Introduction 
(10 min)

• You are going to play the video 
again.

• Before watching the video, 
have students open their work-
books to page 82 and answer 
the journaling question.  

• Then, go over chart and make 
sure your students are clear on 
what they are looking for.

• Now we are going to watch the video, Standing 
Together, again . 

• But first, turn to page 82 in your DFA workbooks 
and answer the journaling question . 

• Now look at the chart below . As you can see we 
will be focusing on the behaviors and needs of the 
characters listed .

• Can you tell me an example of an unmet need? 
What does that mean?

• Examples are: belonging, freedom, power, or fun

• Now, how would you fix that?

Activity 
(5 min)

• Ask students to pay close atten-
tion to the feelings and POSSI-
BLE UNMET NEEDS of  the 
characters in the video before 
and after the Upstander’s acts 
of  compassion.

Now, while we watch the video, I want you to try 
and identify the behaviors and unmet needs of 
the characters . Take notes if you can on the chart 
provided . We will discuss when we are done . If you 
recognize any emotions that you have toward the 
characters please jot them down as well .

Discussion 
(15 min)

• Now put your students into 
pairs or small groups and have 
them discuss their responses.

• Get into your groups and describe the emotions of 
the characters in the video before the Upstanders 
act with compassion .

• What basic needs is each character missing?

• How could the school provide some of those needs?

• How does the character respond to the unsafe 
environment? Collaborate to describe the behavior 
the character shows before and after the Upstander 
intercedes .

• Now let’s share our findings .

continued on next page 
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Lesson Plan (continued)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Conclusion 
(5 min)

Lead a classroom discussion. • Are there any behaviors you found surprising?

• Any behaviors you recognize as something you 
might do?

• Did any of the behaviors change your attitude about 
the characters?

• How did you feel when you watched the incidents 
this time?

• With more knowledge, are your attitudes toward the 
characters changing?

Next Steps TW tell class: Until our next class, I want you to take notice of your emotions and those of 
the people around you . Look for patterns and fluctuations in your moods and write them 
down on your journaling page in your DFA workbook when you come back .

QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 1
NAME IT TO TAME IT

On the Reel: Dig Deeper to See the Causes
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Tracking down unmet needs

DEREK KIMBERLY TASHA LORI

Behavior we 
see in video

Emotion

Possible 
unmet need

Behavior we 
see after 
compassion 
from a 
bystander

Notes on my 
emotions

At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 1
NAME IT TO TAME IT

On the Reel: Dig Deeper to See the Causes
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QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 2
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Instructor Notes 
Break it Down: Dream Big, Dig Deeper
Connecting Feelings and Behaviors

Background
The purpose of  this activity is to examine how feelings and attitudes influence behaviors, and how 
behaviors are enacted in relational models. Students begin to identify feelings of  fear and the physical, 
emotional, and attitudinal reactions to fear. Students explore how reflection and mindfulness can im-
pact behavior and they begin to weigh the benefits of  a safe, supportive, reflective school community 
as they relate it to behavior and personal goals. 

Moreover, this lesson offers the opportunity to practice and apply using text evidence to support re-
sponses. Please encourage students to respond in complete sentences and use the evidence presented 
in the video and text (or outside research).  

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives: 
 qDevelop awareness skills around emotions 

When you feel threatened:

• Breathe 

• Attention on your breath

• Notice any feelings, emotions, or stray 
thoughts you may be having 

• Direct your attention back on your 
breath 

 q Identify your fight, flight, or freeze responses

 qReflect on when you use aggression and force 
to meet your needs

 qSee how bullying behavior has hurt you or an-
other person 

ELA Learning Objectives
 q Identify the role peers, home and school play 
over the course of  an event by reading text and 
viewing media (R.1, R.2, R.3, R.7).

 qExplain how a series of  events and behaviors 
are linked together in an informational pas-
sage (R.1, R.2, R.3, R.7, SL.1).

 qUse textual evidence to answer explicit, infer-

ential and evaluative questions in writing and 
speaking (R.1, W.2, W.9, SL.1, SL.2, SL.3, 
SL.4).

 qSummarize and explain, in writing and speak-
ing, details presented across multiple forms of  
text and media (R.7, W.2, SL.1, SL.2, SL.3).

 qAcquire and use complex vocabulary to en-
hance writing and discussions (L.6).

 qCommunicate how transformation is an im-
portant step in ending the cycle of  bullying 
(W.2, W.6, W.9).

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qWriting Materials

 qPrintouts from At Your Fingertips box below

 qBAND bracelets

continued on next page 

Vocabulary
• accomplice

• defenseless

• attain

• awareness

• attention
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QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 2
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Instructor Notes 
Break it Down: Dream Big, Dig Deeper
Connecting Feelings and Behaviors

Customizing Your Curriculum 

Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for stu-
dents with little prior knowledge of  the objectives 
in this activity, here is an activity to extend their 
learning: 

 qHave students work with a peer or in small 
groups to complete this activity. 

 qHave students create a graphic organizer in 
their DFA workbooks to help them learn to 
identify the emotions of  others. Separate the 
class into groups and assign each a character 
in the On The Reel Video. Have them identify 
at least 2 emotions that that character seems 
to have when the bullying incident occurs and 
then one emotion that is perceived after the 
Upstander intervenes.

Assessment
 qUse the Discussion Scoring Guide on page 25 
to assess participants’ levels of  collaborative 
discussion skills. Give copies to the participants 

to review the characteristics of  a good discus-
sion and how to self-evaluate their own discus-
sion skills. 

 qUse the discussion as an opportunity to assess 
the level of  understanding the participants 
have of  the objectives of  Connecting Feel-
ings and Behaviors. This will help you to plan 
and facilitate instruction based on the specific 
needs of  the students.

Exit Tickets are a formative opportunity to 
gauge student learning. At the end of  the activity, 
have students respond to one question and turn it 
in for review. Though we encourage you to adjust 
exit tickets to meet the needs of  your students, 
some example items include:

 qHow do the attitudes and feelings of  those in-
volved in bullying influence their behaviors?

 qHow do attitudes and behaviors reinforce and 
perpetuate discrimination and the cycle of  
bullying?

 qWhy might bystanders seem unresponsive to 
bullying?
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continued on next page 

QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 2
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Break it Down: Dream Big, Dig Deeper
Connecting Feelings and Behaviors

Lesson Plan (40 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(15 min)

•  TW show the “Standing To-
gether” video focusing on the 
clip of  Derek and his father: 
Clip:1:56 to 2:02

• Instruct students to summarize 
the clip in the space provided 
in the student workbook.

Today we’re going to break down one part of the video 
and think about how it relates to what we’re learning 
about connecting feelings to behavior, and how 
we might use reflection and empathy to find a way 
forward .

Pay close attention to what happens in this clip and 
watch the character’s facial expressions and responses 
to the incident .

Now let’s watch the video clip, think about some of 
the things that we’ve learned so far, and talk about 
these things together . We’ll have some questions to 
help us start thinking critically about the scene . 

Introduction 
(5 min)

• Review your past notes and 
classwork before beginning

• Write BAND on the board

Now let’s turn to 83 in your DFA workbooks and 
open Break it Down in the YLA App and take a look 
at the steps or Checklist to Connect Feelings and 
Behavior so we’re ready to discuss the clip . 

Can someone read the Checklist for Learning?

Let’s review the idea of BAND . Can someone refresh 
our memory? 

• Breathe 

• Attention on your breath

• Notice any feelings, emotions, or stray thoughts 
you may be having 

• Direct your attention back on your breath

Has anyone had the opportunity to use this 
technique? Did it help?

Activity 
(10 min)

• Lead a discussion with your 
students as they fill out the 
graphic organizer provided 
their workbook or in the At Your 
Fingertips box below 

Before we talk about the scene, let’s take a few 
minutes to fill out this chart together . 

Do you see the connection between the situation, the 
emotions, and the behaviors? 
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Lesson Plan (continued)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Discussion 
(5 min)

Now engage them in a discussion 
using these open-ended questions 
with the characters in the clip you 
watched. Use the checklist as a 
reference point.

• Discuss how feelings, attitudes, 
and behaviors perpetuate the 
bullying cycle.

• How does Derek respond to his feeling of threat and 
danger of his Dad? 

• How could Derek use BAND after the incident with 
this father?

• What do you think Derek’s father wants and feels? 

• How would you describe the behavior of Derek’s 
father to get what he wants? 

• How can you use the ACID test to show this is 
bullying?

• What steps do you suggest Derek’s father take to 
change his behavior?

Conclusion 
(5 min)

Exit ticket This is your exit ticket for today .

• Pick one character: How do his/her attitudes and 
feelings about bullying influence his/her behavior?

• In your opinion, how do attitudes and behaviors 
reinforce and perpetuate discrimination and the 
cycle of bullying? Give one example to support your 
opinion (can be from the video, Just the Facts, or 
your every-day life)

• Why might bystanders seem unresponsive to 
bullying?

Turn to page 85 in your workbook, fill out your 
ticket, and hand in your workbook on your way out .

Next Steps TW tell class: Until our next class, I want you to take notice of your emotions and how you 
react to the people around you . Look for patterns and fluctuations in yourself and write 
them down in your DFA workbook when you come back .

QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 2
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Break it Down: Dream Big, Dig Deeper
Connecting Feelings and Behaviors
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Learning Checklist
✔ Develop awareness skills around emotions 

     When you feel threatened:

• Breathe 

• Attention on your breath

• Notice any feelings, emotions, or stray thoughts you may be having 

• Direct your attention back on your breath

✔ Identify your fight, flight, or freeze responses

✔ Reflect on when you use aggression and force to meet your needs

✔ See how bullying behavior has hurt you or another person 

Graphic Organizer Example

CHARACTER
NAME OF FEELING FROM 

PERCEIVED THREAT
FIGHT, FLIGHT, FREEZE 

RESPONSE
ATTITUDE ABOUT THE 

FEELING

Derek

Brad

Derek’s father

At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 2
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Break it Down: Dream Big, Dig Deeper
Connecting Feelings and Behaviors
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At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 2
NAME IT TO TAME IT

1.  How does Derek respond to his feeling of  
threat and danger of  his Dad? Possible An-
swer: He seems unable to do anything; his body 
may be in a ‘freeze’ response which is typical as a 
response to feelings of  terror or demoralization.

2.  How could Derek use BAND after the 
incident with this father? Possible Answer: 
Practicing Breathing, Attention on breath, No-
ticing any feelings, emotions, or stray thoughts 
he may be having, and Directing attention 
back on his breath, can calm his survival re-
sponses. However, as Dan Siegel describes in 
the “Name it to Tame it” video, the first step 
is connection to another person, then identifi-
cation of  their emotion. Also, it is important 
for him to reflect and name the fear so that 
he doesn’t feel that he is the “total of  his fear” 
(Dan Siegel, Hot Link Library “Guided Med-
itation,” students will listen in the next step). 
If  this is happening at home, Derek may be in 
prolonged stress response-mode, which means 
that he spends most of  time in ‘flight, fight, 
and freeze’ and everybody looks like the ene-
my. Also, he is being taught at home that the 
way to solve problems or deal with unwanted 
feelings is to dominate others and project those 
feelings into others. Becoming aware of  fears 
and unwanted feelings, practicing a non-judg-
mental awareness by naming it and external-
izing it (it’s not part of  who you are) can help 
him get out of  the bullying cycle and focus on 
his life goals.

3.  What do you think Derek’s father wants 
and feels? Possible Answer:  Most likely Derek’s 
father wants Derek to be a good student and 
competent athlete. From the scene, however, it 
seems that he wants Derek to give him atten-
tion. He seems to feel angry, maybe afraid that 
he is powerless over Derek’s life. His relation-

ship may be based on control, and he doesn’t 
know how to discipline without force. Maybe 
he doesn’t know how to have a empathic rela-
tionship with his son. 

4.  How would you describe the behavior of  
Derek’s father to get what he wants?  Pos-
sible Answer: He is enraged, impulsive, irratio-
nal, punishing, and abusive. He is using force 
to get Derek’s attention and more specifically, 
he wants to threaten Derek into being subser-
vient. His emotions have taken over his ability 
to think clearly. He has “flipped his lid.” 

5.  How can you use the ACID test to show 
this is bullying? Possible Answer: This is a clear 
case of  imbalance of  power and use of  aggres-
sive behavior to bully another person. Derek 
doesn’t seem surprised by the attack, which 
indicates it has happened before. Also, the ac-
tions of  his father are deliberate, not acciden-
tal. Derek’s father may feel that his actions are 
appropriate because of  his parental authority. 
He may also be looking for someone smaller 
or weaker to bully, like his son, to get rid of  his 
unwanted feelings.

6.  What steps do you suggest Derek’s father 
take to change his behavior? Possible Answer: 
Focus on the love that he has for Derek and 
understand that Derek may be under stress at 
school and needs support, not anger and rage. 
He should see his behavior more clearly as bul-
lying not parental discipline and understand 
that when the cycle of  bullying continues, no 
one truly wins. When father and son create sup-
portive spaces together, recognize each other’s 
strengths, validate each other’s struggles, and 
work together cooperatively, they can strength-
en their relationship.

Questions and Answers to Help Guide Your Classroom Discussion

Clip – 1:56 to 2:02

Break it Down: Dream Big, Dig Deeper
Connecting Feelings and Behaviors
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QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 3
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Instructor Notes 
Behind the Scenes: Derek’s Father, Brian; Derek 

Background
Behind the Scenes provides a sample fictional account of  a character’s possible “back-story” – the 
story behind what we see – to better understand what we each might be thinking, feeling, and need-
ing. YLA works to build compassion; to help students develop more supportive relationships with one 
another and to “stand together” to prevent acts of  violence, harassment and bullying.

Behind the Scenes is used throughout Dignity for All as an exercise to practice mentalization, a concept 
coined by Peter Fonagy from the University of  London. It expands on the notion of  “empathy” to 
include the ability to reflect upon self, others, and self  in relationship to others. It is based in large 
measure on developmental theory, especially attachment theory, and now also is supported and fur-
ther elaborated upon by findings from neuroscience. 

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives: 
 qFind connections with the feelings, thoughts, 
and wishes through the details of  others’ lives

 qDevelop mentalization skills – the practice of  
reflecting on each other’s back-story

 qDevelop interpersonal skills – compassion, lis-
tening, questioning, and social-awareness – for 
the “Restorative Circles” to come in Quest 3

ELA Learning Objectives
 q Identify the role individuals play over the 
course of  an event in text and media (R.1, R.2, 
R.3, R.7). 

 qAcquire and use complex vocabulary to en-
hance writing and discussions (L.6).

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qWriting materials

 qA copy of  the text of  Derek and Brian’s Be-
hind the Scenes if  not provided by the Dignity 
for All workbook

 qA copy of  the Restorative Enquiry Questions 
for the role-play activity if  not provided by the 
Dignity for All workbook

 qBAND bracelets

 qDecide if  you want to do the role-playing ac-
tivity as a whole class, in small groups, or in 
pairs. If  small groups, make sure you have 
pre-assigned groups of  3 – you’ll want prep 
time to think through casting and groups who 
can work together when talking about emo-
tional content.

Customizing Your Curriculum

Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for stu-
dents with little prior knowledge of  the objectives 
in this activity, here is an activity to extend their 
learning: 

 qCoding Protocol: Take a section of  the pas-
sage and complete the annotation together us-
ing the guide below. 

• Highlight the parts of  the story that 
point to his beliefs or what he’s thinking

continued on next page 

Vocabulary
• N/A
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• Underline the parts of  the story or char-
acter details that hint at what he’s feeling

• Circle parts of  the story details where 
you have a personal connection

 Enrichment Activities
 qDirect students to the blog on the government’s 
site, Stop Bullying http://www.stopbullying.
gov (also found in YLA’s Hot Link Library), to 
read current news and stories about bullying. 
Encourage students to choose one story that 
leaves the biggest impression. Using the text, 
explain why this story has the greatest impact 
on them. The students can also add current 
news and information about bullying to the 
Wall of  Ideas bulletin board. 

 qDirect students individually or in groups to 
written or printed media outlets like maga-
zines, websites, newspapers and journals. Ask 
the students to make one collage consisting of  
both words and images that they find that rep-
resent the scenes or elicit emotions that are re-
lated to what Brian, Derek’s dad, is feeling. As 
a second collage have students include images 
that the media portrays that may be adding to 
what Derek is experiencing. Have them find 
images or words that represent things that may 
have influenced his emotions. Students should 
then put them next to each other and write a 
quick paragraph about how Brian and Derek’s 
experiences and emotions affect on another.  
Students can then turn their projects in or 
present them to the class. 

Classroom Alternatives
 qThe role-playing activity that accompanies the 
Behind the Scenes curriculum is written so that 
you can divide your students into groups of  3 
and assign each student a part. The students 

then ask each other the questions and answer 
as the character they were assigned, but there 
are many other options to explore. As a teach-
er you know the developmental and cognitive 
abilities of  your students and the cohesiveness 
of  the class. Feel free to alter this activity to fit 
your student’s needs.

• This can be done as an individual work-
sheet that encourages each student to 
“play the part” of  each character and 
respond to the questions accordingly.

• You can also divide the class up into 
groups and have each group of  3 answer 
one set of  questions in front of  the whole 
class.

• You can assign each student a role 
and have all students ask all students 
the questions- so that you get multiple 
answers for each of  the questions asked. 
This will strengthen the understanding 
that there is more than one right answer 
for any question and that we all answer 
questions or react from our own back-
ground knowledge and skill set. 

• Please feel free to be creative.

Assessment 
 qUse the General Scoring Guide to assess your 
student’s self-management, self- and social 
awareness, relationship skills, and content 
learning. If  possible meet with your students 
periodically to discuss their individual prog-
ress. You can introduce this to your students in 
the beginning of  class and refer to it through-
out. This will give your students an idea of  the 
skills you will be looking for from them during 
your class time.

QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 3
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Instructor Notes 
Behind the Scenes: Derek’s Father, Brian; Derek 
(continued)

http://www.stopbullying.gov
http://www.stopbullying.gov
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continued on next page 

QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 3
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Behind the Scenes: Derek’s Father, Brian; 
Derek 

Lesson Plan (50 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(5 min)

• Make sure that your Wall of  Ideas 
is up.

• Play the clip of  the incident between 
Derek and his Father, Brian (1:56 to 
2:02).

• Be sure to have your DFA work-
books out so the students can follow 
along.

• Today we are going to learn more about one of 
the characters from the video . Brian is Derek’s 
dad . Who remembers Brian?

• Does anyone remember Brian’s behaviors?

• How about what his role may be in the cycle 
of bullying that we discussed last Quest?

• Let’s watch this again . Pay close attention to 
Brian and Derek’s relationship .

Once students have seen the clip… 

• What are you impressions of Brian right now? 

Reading 
(5 min)

• Look at At Your Fingertips and have 
students turn to page 86 to read 
Brian’s story. 

• Remind students to remember 
BAND while completing this activ-
ity. 

• Have students read Brian’s story 
silently or together. For more tips 
on active reading strategies, refer to 
page 23 in the Administrative Support 
Guide.

• Let’s learn a little bit more about Brian and 
Dere’s life that we don’t see in the video . 

• Take out your DFA workbook and turn to page 
86, and make sure you remember BAND as 
feelings and thoughts come up . 

• Take a few minutes and read these two stories 
to yourself . As you read think about what 
Brian and Derek may be thinking or feeling 
and how your relate to parts of their stories . 

• Once you have read their stories, answer the 
questions under “Think” for both Derek and 
Brian .  

Activity 
(15 min)

• Look at At Your Fingertips and have 
students turn to page 88 in their 
workbooks to the Role-Playing 
Activity. 

• In this activity you will group stu-
dents in groups of  4 and then assign 
each student a role: Brian, Derek, 
Bystander, or Upstander. 

• Once students have been given their 
group/role assignments, have them 
begin by answering the questions in 
the column that they were assigned 
as that person/role. 

• Once students have answered the 
questions for their own roles, they 
should share with their group to 
complete the chart. 

• Today we are going to do some role playing . 
We are splitting up into groups .

• I will assign each person a role: Brian, Derek, 
a bystander and an upstander .

Teacher assigns roles. 

• Turn to page 88 in your workbook and get 
started . You should record your answers on 
your chart from the point of view of your 
assigned role . Remember, there are no right or 
wrong answers, so just answer truthfully . 

• Once you have answered the questions for 
your role you should compare answers with 
your group members . Complete your chart with 
their responses . 

• Think about how your responses were the 
same . How were they different?
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Lesson Plan (continued)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Activity 
Discussion 
(10 min)

After learning about Brian and Derek 
you can now have a discussion with the 
class bringing in key vocabulary and 
lessons you have learned. Make this 
an open discussion, be sure that the 
students know that there is no wrong 
answer and that part of  this discussion 
is learning to respect others’ opinions 
and thoughts.

• Let’s take some time to discuss what you have 
learned about Brian and Derek . There are no 
wrong answers and please remember to be 
respectful of each other . 

• Did knowing their backstories change your 
mind at all about what you saw?

• Did you “feel” differently about Brian or 
Derek as you watched the video and learned 
more about their stories? 

• What connections can you draw from your 
own life?

• Now let’s take a look at our Role-Playing 
Chart . How would your role-playing 
responses change? Looking at your answers, 
do you think your point of view has 
changed at all after knowing the whole 
story? Take a few minutes and write down 
any observations in our workbook under the 
chart . 

• Can anyone share their observations?

Conclusion 
(10 min)

TW have students reflect back to learn-
ing about the roles of  bullying. 

• On a slip of  paper, to use as an “exit 
ticket,” ask the students to explain, 
in writing, the difference between 
bystander and upstander behavior. 
Use at least one scenario to show the 
difference.

• Take this slip of paper and reflect back to the 
definitions of the bystander and upstander . 
Write down the difference between these 
definitions in your own words using real life 
examples . Hand them to me as you leave . 

Next Steps TW tell class: As always, until next class, I would like you to continue to pay attention to 
what is happening around you . Take notes in your journal if you want and try to be aware of 
the relationships around you including any bullying you may see .

QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 3
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Behind the Scenes: Derek’s Father, Brian; 
Derek 
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At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 3
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Behind the Scenes: Derek’s Father, Brian
Clip – 1:56 to 2:02 

Brian was the high school football hero. He was 
so handsome, popular and athletic that no one 
knew he was dyslexic. He even got a football 
scholarship to a good college but broke his ankle 
in the first season. Because his coach was bully-
ing him into being ‘man enough,’ Brian tried to 
muscle through the pain but the injury worsened 
and destroyed his chances to ever play again. 
When the school withdrew his scholarship, Bri-
an’s parents couldn’t afford to pay his tuition and 
he dropped out.

With a limp and no degree, Brian took a job as 
a security guard and married his high school 
sweetheart. Soon after, Derek was born. Bri-

an and Derek bonded over football, and Derek 
loved the attention he got from his dad, as long as 
he played well. But, if  Derek fumbled the ball or 
didn’t want to practice, Brian would explode in 
rage. Because of  his ankle injury, Brian became 
addicted to pain medication and just two days 
ago, he failed a drug test at work. 

Today, after Derek’s team loses an important 
game, Brian sees Derek laughing with girls be-
hind the bleachers, and he completely snaps. Bri-
an reacts by “knocking some sense into the lazy, 
spoiled kid, if  it’s the last thing he does.” The way 
he sees it, he didn’t sacrifice everything to raise a 
loser.

 
Behind the Scenes: Derek
Clip – 1:56 to 2:02
Derek is cute, strong, athletic, and popular. But 
he makes a point of  only hanging at his friends’ 
houses. As long as Derek can remember, his fa-
ther has yelled at him … for anything and ev-
erything. No matter how hard he tries to make 
his dad proud, he is constantly reminded of  how 
lazy he is or what he’s done wrong. He thought 
his dad would be proud of  him for getting on the 
football team but his dad just said, “You aren’t as 
special as you think.” 

Derek knows better than to talk back to his dad. 
If  he even looks at his dad the wrong way or gets 
a B, he gets popped in the head. Hard. Derek 
is so anxious he doesn’t sleep or eat. His friends 
tease him, calling him ‘manorexic’. 

Last night Derek overheard his parents arguing. 
His dad got into an accident at work and test-
ed positive for drugs. He might lose his job and 
could even go to jail. Derek doesn’t sleep at all. 
The next day he’s so stressed out by final exams 
and the football game that when mopey Brad 
bumps into him, he just snaps and loses his cool 
on the poor kid, who he barely even knows. 

He loses the game. But, at least his dad wasn’t 
there ... or so he thought. Afterwards, chatting 
with some cute girls, Derek’s dad throws him into 
a wall and hollers that he’s a loser and always will 
be a loser. That’s it. Derek is done. He’s ready to 
just throw himself  off  the nearest rooftop.
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At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 3
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Role-Playing Activity: Brian and Derek

DEREK BRIAN BYSTANDER UPSTANDER

What were you thinking 
when your father was 
yelling at you?

What were you thinking 
about when you were 
yelling at Derek?

What were you thinking 
when you saw the 
conflict between Brian 
and Derek?

What was your 
immediate reaction 
to seeing the conflict 
between Brian and 
Derek?

How did you feel when 
your father starting 
yelling at you?

How did you feel when 
you were yelling at 
Derek?

How did it make you 
feel?

What did you do that 
made you an upstander 
versus a bystander?

How did your body react 
when your father was 
yelling at you?

How did you react when 
you were yelling at your 
son?

What did you do at the 
time that you saw this 
happening?

How did helping Derek 
make you feel?

What do you need to 
make this right?

What did you wish 
you could have done 
differently to change the 
situation?

What do you think you 
could have done to help 
the situation?

What made you choose 
to help instead of watch 
Derek’s situation?

What support would you 
have needed to be able 
to react differently?

What would you have 
needed to help you 
change it?

What would you have 
needed to support you in 
helping him?

Why did you feel you 
were able to help him?

Behind the Scenes: Derek’s Father, Brian; Derek 
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QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 4
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Instructor Notes 
Write to the Point: How School Climate  
Can Change a Life 

Background
The purpose of  this activity is to make the content more meaningful by connecting it to one’s life 
experiences. This prompt can get students to begin to think about the value of  a safe and supportive 
environment, and raises students’ awareness of  how an unsafe or unsupportive environment can im-
pact their ability to think clearly and grow to their potential. They are provided a writing prompt and 
guiding questions to help spark their reflective process. 

Today the question will be: 

Tell a story about your idea of  a safe and supportive school climate. What would be the top three 
values of  the school? What kinds of  things would the adults in the school do? How would it create a 
climate where students feel safe, supported, and engaged? How would it change your own behavior? 

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives: 
 qAnalyze a safe and supportive environment as 
it relates to behavior 

 qDetermine the value of  school climate

 qMake a meaningful, personal connection to the 
effort of  creating a safe and supportive school 

ELA Learning Objectives:
Demonstrate understanding of content through 
writing (R.7, W.2 W.6, W.9, SL.4, L.6). 

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qWriting materials

 qAt Your Fingertips printouts

Customizing Your Curriculum

Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for stu-
dents with little prior knowledge of  the objectives 
in this activity:

 qEncourage them to utilize the additional re-
sources available in Write to the Point. The 
Heads Up feature provides students with ques-
tions to guide the development and organiza-
tion of  their writing. The Double Check fea-
ture assists students with writing conventions, 
spelling, and mechanics. 

Enrichment Activities
 qDirect participants to Be More Than a 
Bystander on StopBullying.gov (also found in 
YLA’s Hotlink Library), to review the most 
effective techniques for students who want 

continued on next page 

Vocabulary
• supportive

• threatening

• climate

http://www.stopbullying.gov/respond/be-more-than-a-bystander/index.html
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QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 4
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Instructor Notes 
Write to the Point: How School Climate  
Can Change a Life 

to intervene and stop bullying. For each of  
the techniques, a thorough explanation is 
provided, views from multiple perspectives 
about the importance and effectiveness of  
the technique are presented, and a rationale 
as to why it makes a difference is explained. 
Encourage students to examine all of  the 
techniques and then to use this information 
to write an evidence-based response to the 
prompt, “What could you do differently today 
that could help end climate change?”

 qHave students write about examples of  social 
systems (schools, communities, governments, 
countries, or past societies in history) to com-

pare behavior in safe and supportive systems 
vs. unsafe systems. Find relevant topics based 
on grade, some examples are: Urban Com-
munities and Policing Policy, Ancient Greek 
civilization, Nazi Germany, Peace Corp, U.S. 
Public Schools.

Assessment
Use the Write to the Point Scoring Rubric on 
179 to evaluate the students’ writing. You may 
also choose to use your own rubric. 
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Write to the Point: How School Climate  
Can Change a Life 

Lesson Plan (40 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(15 min)

Using any teaching technique 
appropriate for your class, revisit 
vocabulary and concepts previ-
ously introduced. 

• Suggestions: Have students 
brainstorm domain vocabulary 
learned. Capture the words on 
an anchor chart, board or pro-
jection system for use during 
the writing activity.

Today we are going to write about how a school 
climate can change a life!

But first let’s review a few of the vocabulary words and 
key points that we learned .

Introduction 
(5 min)

• Provide the DFA workbook 
and turn to the Write to the 
Point on page 89.

• Read aloud the questions 
with the students and answer 
any questions they may have 
before they begin writing. The 
questions are provided in the 
At Your Fingertips box below.

• Who can help me read this out loud today? 

• Be sure to listen carefully and ask me any questions 
you may need clarified before you begin writing .

• Tell a story about your idea of a safe and supportive 
school climate . 

• Remember to take a look at the “Heads Up” 
questions . Those are there to help think about your 
ideas and give you material for your writing .

• What would be the top three values of the 
school? 

• What kinds of things would the adults in the 
school do? 

• How would it create a climate where students 
could feel safe, supported, and engaged? 

• How would it change your own behavior? 

Activity 
(20 min)

• Now have them write their 
story

• Remind them to answer the 
questions provided above.

Now let’s take 20 minutes to tell a story about your 
idea of a safe and supportive school climate . 

Use the questions as guidelines when writing .

Use the “Double Check” at the end to proofread your 
work .

Collect • Collect the papers or if  writing 
in DFA workbooks ask students 
to close their books.

Wherever you are in your writing, just go ahead and 
close your workbook now or click SUBMIT in your YLA 
App . 

Let’s share our ideas . 
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Lesson Plan (continued)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Discussion 
(10 min)

• Open the classroom up for a 
discussion using the questions 
provided. 

• How would you describe an unsafe school?

• What kinds of things could a student be threatened 
by? 

• How does the brain respond to actions that are 
threatening? 

• Who could really benefit from a safe and supportive 
school? 

• How could that person change as a result of going 
to a safe and supportive school? 

• What could you do differently today that could help 
bring about climate change?

Next Steps TW tell class: Until our next class, just as we’ve been doing since this Quest began, I want 
you to take notice of your emotions and those of the people around you . Look for patterns 
and fluctuations in yourself and write them down on your journaling page in your DFA 
workbook when you come back .

QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 4
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Write to the Point: How School Climate  
Can Change a Life 
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• What would be the top three values of  
the school? 

• What kinds of  things would the adults in 
the school do? 

• How would it create a climate where stu-
dents feel safe, supported, and engaged? 

• How would it change your own behav-
ior?

Questions for Classroom Discussion
• How would you describe an unsafe 

school?
• What kinds of  things could a student be 

threatened by? 
• How does the brain respond to actions 

that are threatening? 

• Who could really benefit from a safe and 
supportive school? 

• How could that person change as a result 
of  going to a safe and supportive school? 

• What you could you do differently today 
that could help bring about climate 
change?

At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 4
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Scoring Rubric
Directions: Use the rubric to help you score 
writing responses. Use the results to determine 
specific writing instruction needs. If  at all 
possible, meet with the students after you have 
used the Scoring Rubric and discuss the results 
and plans for improving his or her performance. 
Student Average Score = (Evidence and Content Score + 
Organization Score  + Writing Conventions Score)/3

How to determine student scores:

Score Performance description
4 Above average

3 Sufficient

2 Developing

1 Needs Improvement

Performance criteria Score
EVIDENCE AND CONTENT

Effectively uses a variety of content-based evidence to enhance personal experiences 4
Sufficiently connects content-based evidence to personal experiences 3
Some evidence used with few meaningful connections 2
Focus on topic is not clearly defined and there are little to not meaningful connections 1
ORGANIZATION

The organization and focus of the writing are meaningful and are consistent throughout 4
The organization of the writing is adequate and the focus is maintained 3
The organization of the writing is sustained at times . Sequencing of details and transitions are limited . 2
The organization of writing lacks focus . Sequencing of details is not clear and transitions are not evident . 1
WRITING CONVENTIONS

Demonstrates consistent use of correct spelling, capitalization, complete sentences and punctuation . 4
Demonstrates use of spelling, capitalization, complete sentences and punctuation, which are generally correct . 3
Demonstrates basic grasp of the standard writing conventions . Errors in conventions may impair readability . 2
Demonstrates a minimal grasp of standard writing conventions . Numerous errors distract or confuse 
the reader .

1

“Heads-Up” Questions to Prompt Your Writing:
Tell a story about your idea of a safe and supportive school climate .
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Instructor Notes 
Just the Facts: Name It to Tame It

Background
Just the Facts provides students the opportunity to acquire information about the topic and contextu-
alize a clip from the video through close reading. 

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives
 qUnderstand how attitudes, feelings, and envi-
ronment influence behavior. 

 qBegin to develop awareness to identify one’s 
stress response to fear and emotional reactions

 qUnderstand the concept “Name It to Tame 
It” – connecting with each other first and then 
naming the feeling 

ELA Learning Objectives
 q Identify the role peers, home and school play 
over the course of  an event by reading text and 
viewing media (R.1, R.2, R.3, R.7).

 qExplain how a series of  events and behaviors 
are linked together in an informational pas-
sage. (R.1, R.2, R.3, R.7, SL.1).

 qUse textual evidence to answer explicit, infer-
ential and evaluative questions in writing and 
speaking (R.1, W.2, W.9, SL.1, SL.2, SL.3, 
SL.4).

 qSummarize and explain, in writing and speak-
ing, details presented across multiple forms of  
text and media (R.7, W.2, SL.1, SL.2, SL.3).

 qAcquire and use complex vocabulary to en-
hance writing and discussions (L.6).

 qCommunicate how transformation is an im-
portant step in ending the cycle of  bullying. 
(W.2, W.6, W.9).

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qDan Siegel’s video, “Name It to Tame It” 
found in the Hot Link Library: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=G0T_2NNoC68

 qA print out of  the Just the Facts Text provided 
in the At Your Fingertips below

 qNotecard or printout for exit ticket

continued on next page 

Vocabulary
• neuroscience

• instincts

• biochemical

• validation

• impulsively

• inhibitory

• attainment

• distressed

• attunement

• empathy

• projecting

• reflective brain

• compensate

• perpetuates 

• aggression

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0T_2NNoC68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0T_2NNoC68
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Customizing Your Curriculum

Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for stu-
dents with little prior knowledge of  the objectives 
in this activity, here is an activity to extend their 
learning: 

 qCoding Protocol: Take a section of  the pas-
sage and complete the annotation together us-
ing the guide below. 

• Highlight examples of  how we experi-
ence unmet needs or threat

• Underline key ideas that help explain 
how the brain is involved in how we 
respond to threat

• Circle vocabulary words to define in the 
margins

Enrichment Activities
 qWork in collaborative groups to create a 
storyboard illustrating the cycle of  bullying. 
Be sure to include the emotions and reactions 
of  each “Character.” Then have those same 
collaborative groups create skits illustrating the 
cycle of  bullying. For both pieces of  this activity, 
ensure students include a bystander breaking the  
cycle. The students may want to share the  
storyboards or skits with younger students.  

Assessment
 qUse the General Scoring Guide to assess your 
students’ self-management, self- and social 
awareness, relationship skills, and content 
learning. If  possible meet with your students 
periodically to discuss their individual progress. 
You can introduce this to your students in the 
beginning of  class and refer to it throughout. 
This will give your students an idea of  the skills 
you will be looking for from them during your 
class time.

Exit Ticket
 qOn a notecard or in the DFA workbook have 
students copy and complete this chart. Or, 
copy and distribute the chart with participants 
completing the example feeling and behavior 
columns. 

EMOTIONAL 
TRIGGERS

TRIGGER POSSIBLE 
REACTION OR 

BEHAVIOR

Physical 
threat

Powerlessness

Shame

Exclusion

Supported

QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 5
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Instructor Notes 
Just the Facts: Name It to Tame It 
(continued)
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Lesson Plan (50 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(10 min)

TW write on the board the 
vocabulary words and concepts 
from this section.

• Talk about how we are going 
to define each of  these words 
and concepts throughout the 
class. 

Today we are going to watch Dan Siegel’s video 
“Name It to Tame It .” Here we will learn about the 
neuroscience of our brains and see how our biology 
affects how we react to our environment . 

• First let’s review some vocabulary and concepts .

Introduction 
(7 min)

• Show the video to your class. • Now let’s watch the video .

Activity 
(7 min)

• Have students read the Just 
the Facts: Name It to Tame It 
on pages 91-92 silently 
or together. For more tips on 
active reading strategies, refer 
to page 23 in Administrative 
Support Guide.

• Now let’s read more about the neuroscience of our 
brains in Just the Facts: Name It to Tame It on 
pages 91-92 in the workbook .

• When you are done reading, add some things that 
you learned to the “What I Learned” box on page 
90 .

Discussion 
(5 min)

• Ask questions and allow time 
for the students to ask for 
clarity of  anything they didn’t 
understand.

• What did you all think of the text? 

• Was there anything that stood out as surprising to 
you?

• Are there any concepts or words that you would like 
me to clarify?

Conclusion 
(13 min)

• Use the Wall of  Ideas
• Exit Ticket

• Can we add any of these concepts of terms to our 
workbooks? 

• Can you describe some of these words in your own 
terms?

• On this notecard, I want you to fill in this chart the 
best you can . Hand it in to me as you leave class as 
your “Exit Ticket .”

Next Steps TW tell class: Until our next class, I want you to take notice of your emotions and those of 
the people around you . Look carefully at your environment . Is it supportive? What can be 
changed to help you and your friends show empathy and not act impulsively? Look for ideas 
and write them down in your DFA workbook when you come back .

QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 5
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Just the Facts: Name It to Tame It
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Exit Ticket

EMOTIONAL TRIGGERS ACTIVITY IN THE BRAIN POSSIBLE REACTION OR 
BEHAVIOR

Physical threat

Powerlessness

Shame

Exclusion

Supported

At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 5
NAME IT TO TAME ITJust the Facts: Name It to Tame It
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How Brain Function Relates to the Bullying 
Cycle
The field of  neuroscience provides insight into 
how the brain is involved in the bullying cycle. 
We have learned that when we are very fright-
ened, the lower regions of  our brain, where emo-
tions and instincts reside, take over. Our bodies 
release hormones and biochemicals (e.g. adrena-
line) that activate fight, flight, or freeze respons-
es. Our heart rates will increase (fight & flight) 
or decrease (freeze), and blood may flow to the 
body’s muscles to prepare us for flight or fight. In 
some cases, our brains may go into freeze mode. 
This instinctual behavior is similar to what ani-
mals of  prey do in the forest or jungle when they 
are under attack by predatory animals; to ward 
off  attack, they play dead. The survival instinct 
response automatically goes off  when the brain 
receives signals of  threat. This response is hard-
wired in the brain. 

Signals of threat have different mean-
ings for different people . Our brain is 
able to connect memory and meaning 
to threats based on past experiences . 
This is extremely helpful for survival because we 
can predict when we may be in danger and pre-
vent harm. For instance, if  someone has experi-
enced the destructive force of  a hurricane, when 
that person sees a hurricane coming the brain 
sends messages to the body (heart rate increases, 
adrenaline is released, upper cortex of  the brain 
is cut off  so that all brain function is focused on 
survival) to flee. These are experiences or feeling 

states that provoke a fear response in the brain. 
Signals of  threat that have different meanings for 
different people are called “emotional triggers.”

Past acts of  bullying increase fear and activate 
the release of  stress hormones in the brain, im-
pairing the ability to think clearly, and often send-
ing us into fight, flight, or freeze modes. However, 
empathy expressed through validation and rec-
ognition from others helps the brain to recover 
from the effects of  stress responses, and allows 
people to think clearly about what is happening 
and what to do next. Both bullies and targets are 
often stuck in a stress-response mode in their low-
er brains, always ready for fight, flight and freeze 
reactions, where everybody seems like the enemy. 
Even bystanders who repeatedly witness bullying 
behavior can get stuck in stress response states. 

The really important thing to remem-
ber is that when we are faced with 
danger and gripped by fear, we can 
no longer think logically . We can be-
come overwhelmed by emotions and/
or act impulsively . The higher regions of  
the brain – where thinking and empathy reside, 
where success skills are developed, like reasoning, 
problem solving, planning, attention control, and 
inhibitory control, all functions that facilitate the 
attainment of  chosen goals – shut down. It is as if  
the top of  our brain is shut off, hence the phrase, 
“flip your lid.” When this happens, it becomes 
difficult to regulate emotions or understand what 
is happening around us.

At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 5
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Just the Facts:  
Name It To Tame It 
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How Mindfulness, Empathy, and 
Mindfulness Meditation Can Calm Fear 
Response 
Dr. Dan Siegel, Dr. Bruce Perry and other neu-
roscientists dedicated to understanding the brain 
have found that when individuals are distressed 
and experiencing intense emotions, reflection 
and the emotional connection or attunement 
(empathy) of  another person can help to calm 
and regulate their distress and intense emo-
tions. That is, when we feel the authentic  
caring or empathy of another and are 
able to become aware and name the 
emotion or that which is bothering 
us, the upper region of the brain (the  
reflective brain) releases a sooth-
ing substance, GABA, into the lower  
regions of the brain that calms the fear 
and fear response . Hence, Siegel’s term, 
“Name It to Tame It.”

Additionally, mindfulness meditation exercises 
can also help to calm the lower portions of  the 
brain and, when practiced daily for even five 
minutes, can increase focus and strengthen the 
upper regions of  the brain. Students, teachers, 
and principals can begin to create safe, support-
ive school climates by finding ways to practice 
self-awareness, like BAND, and by naming the 
emotions and underlying needs without judg-
ment. 

Empathy – A Learned Skill
As we can see from the video, Derek’s father is 
not using empathy in their relationship. We had 
witnessed Derek’s bullying behavior toward both 

Brad and the young boy, Kevin, earlier in the vid-
eo, and so we may draw a conclusion that Derek’s 
bullying behavior is learned from his father at 
home. Based on prior learning, we may also de-
duce that Derek is behaving like a bully in school 
because he is projecting his unwanted feelings 
into someone else, like terror, sadness, and pow-
erlessness; and his brain is in a prolonged-stress 
response mode of  ‘fight.’ However, empathy is 
also a learned skill — that is, you are not born 
with it, but learn it from the care-giving adults 
in your life. If  Derek did not experience empa-
thy with any other important persons in his life, 
he would not have learned how to be empathet-
ic in his relationships at school. Being stuck in a 
stress-response mode will not only prevent Derek 
from using his reflective brain, or self-awareness, 
to calm himself  down or control his angry im-
pulses, it can also make it difficult for him to be 
calmed by the empathy of  others. 

However, in a safe and supportive school envi-
ronment where small, reflective communities of  
students practice being mindful and attuned to 
others, over time empathy can be learned. It is 
important to remember, however, when 
targets, such as Derek in this case, are 
stuck in a stress-response state and 
have not developed self-awareness or 
empathy, they can believe that the  
intention of others is negative, when it 
is not . Practicing empathy includes: 1) under-
standing that those in stress-response mode may 
not respond to empathy; and 2) not trying to force 
kindness on someone who is unable, through no 
fault of  their own, to make use of  it.

At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 5
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Just the Facts:  
Name It To Tame It
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QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 6
NAME IT TO TAME IT

Instructor Notes 
We Got Game: Perpetrating Rhymes 

Background 
Many artists create material based on life experiences reflecting the beliefs and attitudes of  their 
environment. The purpose of  Perpetrating Rhymes is to analyze the messages in today’s music and 
to become more critical of  its influence on the lives of  teens in our society. Keep in mind that the 
participants must be allowed to freely explore their own opinions about these messages. This will 
help them begin to be more critical of  messages that they hear in music, be more aware of  attitudes 
towards forms of  fear (i.e. emotional or financial insecurity, social standing or status), and filter out 
the messages that could have negative consequences. The starting team alternates until all 6 rounds 
have been played. 

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives
 qUnderstand how attitudes, feelings, and envi-
ronment influence behavior. 

 qLook critically at media influences, especially 
music and popular culture.

ELA Learning Objectives
 q Identify the role peers, home and school play 
over the course of  an event by reading text and 
viewing media (R.1, R.2, R.3, R.7).

 qUse textual evidence to answer explicit, infer-
ential and evaluative questions in writing and 
speaking (R.1, W.2, W.9, SL.1, SL.2, SL.3, 
SL.4).

 qSummarize and explain, in writing and speak-
ing, details presented across multiple forms of  
text and media (R.7, W.2, SL.1, SL.2, SL.3).

 qAcquire and use complex vocabulary to en-
hance writing and discussions (L.6).

 qCommunicate how transformation is an im-
portant step in ending the cycle of  bullying. 
(W.2, W.6, W.9).

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qProjection system

 q  Speakers 

 q If  you don’t have internet access or technolo-
gy in your classroom you can download songs 
onto personal technology or use lyrics in Stu-
dent workbooks.

Customizing Your Curriculum

Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for 
participants with little prior knowledge of  the ob-
jectives in this activity, here are some suggested 
activities: 

 qPlaying clips of  music and analyzing lyrics 
encourages analysis of  a medium that many 
participants are highly engaged in and have 
a vast knowledge of. Have participants make 
small group presentations on a song of  their 
choice that deals with bullying, discrimination, 

continued on next page 

Vocabulary
• fostering • consensus
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Instructor Notes 
We Got Game: Perpetrating Rhymes 
(continued)

QUEST 2 | STEP 1 | LESSON 6
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harassment, safe and supportive communities, 
or dignity for all. Give some guiding questions, 
like: What do the words mean? What is the art-
ist’s point of  view (tone)? How does it make 
you feel (mood)? How does the artist use words 
and phrasing to create a mood and convey 
their message (style)?

Enrichment Activities
Here are some suggested activities to extend par-
ticipants’ knowledge:

 qHave students write a poem about “Dignity for 
All” and set it to a rhythm. Ask students to think 
about literary elements, like tone (their attitude 
toward the subject matter or audience), mood 
(what the audience feels or notices about the 

poem), and style (the way they use words to 
create the events or feeling of  the poem). After 
students have written short poems, have them 
go back to the lyrics of  some popular songs to 
discuss how those artists use tone, mood, and 
style to express a message.

Assessment
 qUse the Cooperative Learning Scoring Guide 
on 219 to measure participants’ performance 
levels working in groups. Give copies to the 
participants to review the criteria of  coopera-
tion and how to self-evaluate their own team-
work skills.
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We Got Game: Perpetrating Rhymes 

Lesson Plan (40 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(5 min)

• Begin the class by assigning 
teams

• The game is designed for two 
teams. If  your class is too large 
for two teams, think about using 
this as a small group activity. 
Or, read through the activity 
and modify as appropriate.

Today we are playing a team game using music and 
lyrics .

Here are the teams…

Now you need to choose a leader . Remember that 
a leader must be skilled in motivating others and 
fostering consensus amongst the group . The team 
leader will be required to report the group’s answer . 

Introduction 
(10 min)

Ask participants to think of  their 
favorite song. Have them discuss 
with the team what message it is 
sending. This will help them be-
gin to be more critical of  messag-
es that they hear in music and be 
able to identify how these messag-
es might shape attitudes. 

• Before we begin I want you all to think about a 
favorite song that has great lyrics . 

• Take 2 minutes to choose one together as a team

• Now explain to the class why you chose that song 

• What is it about the lyrics that you like? 

• What is the messaging about? 

• How does it make you feel?

Discussion 
(5 min)

Review the rules of  the game and 
provide copies (print or project-
ed) of  the Cooperative Learning 
Scoring Guide on 219.

Before we begin these are the rules and objectives of 
the game .

You have to guess the artist of a song . You’ll have 3 
tries, first you’ll only get a few notes, if you get it 
wrong you’ll have a few more notes on your next turn, 
and if you get that wrong you’ll get to hear more of 
the song . Both teams will compete to guess the artist 
in fewer notes . After one of the teams has successfully 
guessed the artist, we’re going to analyze the lyrics . 
We’re going to break it down and decide for ourselves 
if the song is a negative or positive influence on our 
beliefs about bullying . 

Activity 
(20 min)

Follow the directions on the YLA 
digital interface and play We Got 
Game: Perpetrating Rhymes with 
the entire class. 

Now let’s go to the YLA digital interface, open We Got 
Game, and select “Perpetrating Rhymes .” Or use the 
“Perpetrating Rhymes” worksheets on pages 95-96 
of the workbook .

Conclusion 
(5 min)

Ask class what they thought of  
the game.

What did you think of this game? How did you do? If 
you have any song suggestions let me know . YLA is 
always taking suggestions so that their music is current .

Next Steps TW tell class: Until our next class, I want you to take notice of the music you listen to . Are 
there any common themes? Do you think the messaging has an influence on your attitude or 
behaviors? Is the messaging negative or positive? Jot notes down on your journaling page 
in your DFA workbook when we come back .
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Discussion topics for each Round of Lyrics

Round 1: “Man Down” by Rihanna
Message: Rihanna sings about how violence can easily escalate and 
spiral out of  control from the smallest of  situations. She is feeling re-
gret for inflicting violence on somebody else. Her message is to break 
the cycle of  bullying. She speaks to each participant in the cycle to 
reflect on his/her beliefs and values and feelings by sharing her own 
personal story; she is facing time in prison, a consequence that will 
change her life forever.

Influence: Young people could be encouraged to think twice before 
escalating a conflict or even approaching others with negative com-
ments or bullying behavior. The song seeks to have a positive influence 
on student’s choices by helping them to be aware of  the consequences 
of  continuing to live in a bullying dynamic.

Round 2: “Beautiful” by Christina Aguilera
Message: Listeners who are put down on a regular basis learn what 
Christina Aguilera reminds herself  in order to maintain her self  re-
spect and dignity. Often, the target feels powerless and during the act 
of  bullying, the target will be overwhelmed with feelings of  helpless-
ness impairing her ability to think clearly.

Influence: Students with low self  esteem or confidence may be in-
spired not to let the put-downs and insults from other people define 
them. They could replicate Christina’s method of  speaking positive 
affirmations on a regular basis. These positive words could help a tar-
get from feeling isolated or depressed, and could have a positive influ-
ence on a student’s choice to stay in school.

Round 3: “Brand New Me” by Alicia Keys
Message: Alicia sings about meeting a former bully and telling that 
person that his or her past negative behavior no longer affects her. 
Keys’ message is that the bullying cycle can be broken—that a target 
can heal and bystanders can choose not to enlist in the cycle.

Influence: Young people could be inspired to let bullies know that their 
behavior not only is unacceptable, but that their choices to stand up, 
refuse to take it personally, or take an active stance toward stopping bul-
lying all could change and improve their level of  confidence. Keys’ song 
could have a positive influence because it draws the parallel between 
‘a new kind of  free’ and what it means to ‘break the cycle of  bullying.’

Sample Lyrics

I am beautiful 
no matter what they say 
Words can’t bring me 
down 
I am beautiful 
in every single way
Yes, words can’t bring me 
down 
So don’t you bring me 
down today

Sample Lyrics

What started out as a 
simple altercation
Turned in a real sticky 
situation
Me just thinking on the 
time that I’m facing 
Makes me wanna cry
Cause I didn’t mean to 
hurt him Could’ve been 
somebody’s son

We Got Game: Perpetrating Rhymes 

Sample Lyrics

It’s been a while, 
I’m not who I was before 
You look surprised, your 
words don’t burn me 
anymore Been meaning 
to tell you, but I guess 
it’s clear to see 
Don’t be mad, 
it’s just the brand new 
kind of me Can’t be bad, 
I found a brand new kind 
of free

continued on next page 
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At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 2 | LESSON 6
NAME IT TO TAME ITWe Got Game: Perpetrating Rhymes

(continued) 

Round 4: “I’m On One” by Drake
Message: Drake recounts how he’s been working so hard for so long 
and when he begins to achieve success, others are still there to be 
critical and put him down. He apologizes to those whom he’s been 
short-tempered toward explaining that he’s been so focused on work 
that he didn’t always put the proper effort into maintaining his friend-
ships. The song’s point of  view is an example of  someone who is part 
of  the bullying cycle and who rationalizes his behavior and therefore 
keeps the cycle going.

Influence: The lyrics and tone of  the song have a negative influence 
on kids and teens because the singer seems to be blaming others and 
making excuses for his own behavior, instead of  digging deeper to see 
the causes of  bullying and other kinds of  relational abuse. Also, an 
interesting question is whether Drake infers that he had a sense of  
power of  pleasure when he intimidated others in the story, and wheth-
er that has a negative or positive influence on students.

Round 5: “Perfect” by Pink
Message: Pink recounts her own problems and bad decisions that she’s 
made in the past. She is reminding others not to fall into a negative pat-
tern of  letting other people keep her down or define her path in life. Her 
message in the chorus of  the song is the importance of  asking ourselves 
how we feel, and specifically, whether we feel inadequate or insufficient. 

Influence: Students could be reminded that no matter what anyone 
says, they are somebody who matters in this world, and that they hold 
their head high and be confident, regardless of  what others may say 
or think. The song could have a positive influence on kids and teens 
because the ability to reflect on feelings, thoughts, and beliefs can help 
to break the cycle of  bullying. A fear of  powerlessness, insecurity, or 
intimidation can perpetuate the bullying dynamic.

Round 6: “Who Says” by Selena Gomez
Message: Selena Gomez is singing about the feelings of  isolation, anxi-
ety, and depression. She asks the listener to reflect on where the feelings 
might be coming from, and to reflect on how others might be feeling. 
Perhaps she is setting an example for a bystander who can comfort the 
target or stand up to a bully; her message may be to break the cycle of  
bullying. 

Influence: The song could have a positive influence on teens and kids, 
it may help them to see how feelings can affect behavior, to dig deeper 
to see the causes of  bullying, and to begin to break the cycle of  bullying. 

Sample Lyrics

I’m getting so throwed 
I ain’t went this hard 
since I was 18 Apologize 
if I say, anything I don’t 
mean Like whats up with 
your best friend? 
We could all have some 
fun, believe me

Sample Lyrics

Pretty pretty please 
Don’t you ever ever feel, 
Like you’re less than 
Less than perfect. 

Sample Lyrics

Who says you’re 
not perfect 
Who says you’re 
not worth it 
Who says you’re the only 
one that’s hurting. 
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QUEST 2 

Attitude Shift  

STEP 3: 

What Mindfulness and 
Empathy Can Do for You

Behind the 
Scenes: Tasha
p . 199–203

Just the 
Facts: The 
Simplest of 

Acts
p . 209–213

Break It 
Down: What 
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Mindfulness 
Can Do For 

You
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Post-Learning 
Assessment
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Learning Checklist
✔ Understand how mindfulness meditation and empathy can calm fear and improve both brain func-

tion and relationships

✔ Analyze how and why trusting relationships and caring communities can improve life and learning 
outcomes 

For Your Information
The Reflective Brain, or prefrontal cortex, is located behind the forehead. It is the Control Center of  the 
brain. The reflective brain allows us to manage and take charge of  all of  the other parts of  the brain. 
When we are operating from our reflective brain we are able to calm our fears, tune into and under-
stand the feelings of  others, develop insight, make better decisions, be more flexible, become better able 
to consider consequences before taking actions, organize, plan, and delay gratification. These are the 
many functions that allow us to be successful in our lives and in our relationships. 

Reflection, the awareness of  our own feelings, thoughts, and motivations can calm our fears; and  
empathy, the ability to tune into and understand the feelings of  others, can help to regulate the emo-
tions of  others. Therefore, the importance of  practicing empathy is crucial. In fact, trauma expert, Dr. 
Bruce Perry, states that one of  the primary functions that humans perform for one another is their abil-
ity to regulate each other’s emotions. He states that individuals need to experience several interpersonal 
encounters each day where they feel recognized and validated by another person. Such experiences 
activate the pleasure centers in the brain. 

For adolescents, practicing mindfulness and empathy is particularly important. Recent findings show that 
empathic, caring encounters with others not only light up the pleasure centers in 
the brain, but also facilitate the development of integrative fibers in the brain . That 
means that emotional attunement from another can make the entire brain work 
better . Studies show that during the adolescent phase of  development, two things are happening – the 
prefrontal cortex is developing, and the reward center of  the brain is more active than behavioral control 
areas (perhaps explaining adolescents’ increase in risky decision-making and emotional reactivity) (2008, 
Casey, Jones, The Adolescent Brain, NIH). Thus, providing reflective practices and safe and supportive 
school climates fostering empathic peer and adult relationships, could greatly increase the likelihood that 
students will both improve their cognitive abilities and engage in more positive risk behaviors. In contrast, 
to the extent that we do not regularly have these necessary interpersonal experiences of  connection, we are 
at risk of  indulging in addictive, destructive, and self-destructive behaviors, which also, along with bullying 
behavior, light up the pleasure centers in the brain. 

The practice of  mindfulness and empathy can have an even more far-reaching impact on a young per-
son’s life. The phrase “neurons that fire together, wire together,” first used in 1949 by Donald Hebb and 
most recently by Dan Siegel, PhD, describes the process of  experience, memory, and learning and helps 
to explain how a young person living and learning in an unsafe environment can have a prolonged stress 
response of  fight, flight, and freeze. In other words, the brain has responded to threat so many times 
that it is strongly wired toward fight, flight, and freeze responses, and can affect how that person learns. 
On the other hand, the more a young person practices mindfulness and empathy, the more likely neural 
connections are formed between the prefrontal cortex and upper cortex. In fact, according to Siegel, 
reflective practices have been shown to ‘grow’ the reflective brain.

Introduction to Step 3
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QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 1
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Instructor Notes 
Break It Down: What Empathy  
and Mindfulness Can Do for Me 

Background
“Not choice, but habit rules the unreflecting herd.” —William Wordsworth

The purpose of  this activity is to examine reflection and empathy skills and evaluate the impact that 
empathy and mindfulness can have on our relationships, our emotional well-being, and our school 
climate. 

Moreover, this lesson offers the opportunity to practice and apply using text evidence to support re-
sponses. Please encourage students to respond in complete sentences and use the evidence presented 
in the video to support answers. 

Discussion questions are always provided below. As these are open-ended questions, the intention is 
to engage students in thoughtful collaborative discussions. You are provided with possible answers or 
directives for the discussion.

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives
 qFind ways to connect to the feelings of  others 
(don’t judge or try to fix)

 qLook behind the scenes to find out how others 
think and feel

 qListen and respond to both sides

 qDiscover how empathy and mindfulness im-
prove the way we respond to others

 qSee how your attitude changes with a deeper 
understanding

ELA Learning Objectives
 q Identify the role peers, home and school play 
over the course of  an event by reading text and 
viewing media (R.1, R.2, R.3, R.7).

 qExplain how a series of  events and behaviors 
are linked together in an informational pas-
sage. (R.1, R.2, R.3, R.7, SL.1).

 qUse textual evidence to answer explicit, infer-
ential and evaluative questions in writing and 
speaking (R.1, W.2, W.9, SL.1, SL.2, SL.3, 
SL.4).

 qSummarize and explain, in written and spoken 
form, details presented across multiple forms 
of  text and media (R.7, W.2, SL.1, SL.2, SL.3).

 qAcquire and use complex vocabulary to en-
hance writing and discussions (L.6).

 qCommunicate how transformation is an im-
portant step in ending the cycle of  bullying. 
(W.2, W.6, W.9).

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qStudent-Level Computer Implementation: 
DFA Curriculum Guide, 1:1 Computers, In-
ternet access, and DFA workbook (Hardcopy).

 qClass-Level Computer Implementation: 
Teacher Computer(s); Internet access or YLA 
USB, Projection System, DFA Curriculum 
Guide, and DFA workbook (Hardcopy).

continued on next page 

Vocabulary
• mindfulness

• empathy

• anticipation
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Customizing Your Curriculum

 Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for stu-
dents with little prior knowledge of  the objectives 
in this activity, here is an activity to extend their 
learning: 

 qWatch the Dan Siegel Videos in Hot Link Li-
brary and have students summarize their un-
derstanding of  the reflective brain. Have stu-
dents go to their DFA workbooks for a picture 
of  the brain – a simple diagram of  upper and 
lower cortex, and the prefrontal cortex behind 
the forehead – have them label the prefrontal 
cortex the “Control Center.” Label all of  the 
executive functions of  the Upper Cortex.

Enrichment Activities
 qHave students create a graphic organizer in 
their DFA workbooks to categorize what might 
be going on “Behind the Scenes” as a way to 
build empathy for all parties. Across the top of  
the graphic organizer, use the categories: feel-
ings (emotions), thoughts (beliefs), and wishes 
(desires). In the far left-hand column of  the 
graphic organizer, list the names (or descrip-
tions) of  the characters. Remind students that 
they might want to add to this graphic orga-
nizer as they move through the quest and view 
additional clips from the video. 

Assessment
 qUse the Discussion Scoring Guide on page 25 
to assess participants’ levels of  collaborative 
discussion skills. Give copies to the participants 
to review the characteristics of  a good discus-
sion and how to self-evaluate their own discus-
sion skills. 

 qUse the discussion as an opportunity to assess 
the level of  understanding the participants 
have of  the objectives of  What Empathy and 
Mindfulness Can Do for Me. This will help 
you to plan and facilitate instruction based on 
the specific needs of  the students.

Exit Tickets are a formative opportunity to gauge 
student learning. 

 qAt the end of  the activity, have students re-
spond to one question and turn it in for review. 
Though we encourage you to adjust exit tickets 
to meet the needs of  your students, some ex-
ample items include:

• What happens in the brain when one 
person feels empathy from another?

• What are the benefits to making a thor-
oughly safe and caring school environ-
ment?

QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 1
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Instructor Notes 
Break It Down: What Empathy and 
Mindfulness Can Do for You 
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QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 1
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Break It Down: What Empathy and 
Mindfulness Can Do for You 

Lesson Plan (40 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(8 min)

•  TW show the “Standing Together” 
video focusing on the Clip: Rebecca 
being bullied in the Cafeteria, 1:12 
to 1:19.

Today we are going to re-watch the video and 
this time focus on a clip of Rebecca .

Pay close attention to what happens in this clip 
and Rebecca’s facial expressions and responses to 
the incident . 

Introduction 
(2 min)

• Give students 2 minutes to inde-
pendently jot down notes in their DFA 
workbooks on page 100. 

Go to page 100 in your DFA workbook and write 
down some quick notes in the summarize section . 

Activity 
(10 min)

• Have the students jot down notes, 
and together read over the Graph-
ic Organizer on page 100 in the 
workbook.

• Have an open discussion, prompt 
students to use their notes to support 
their responses and to deepen their 
understanding. As some of  these are 
open-ended questions, the intention 
is to engage students in thoughtful 
collaborative discussions. 

Before we begin our discussion, I want you 
to look carefully at the questions in your DFA 
workbook and jot down some notes using 
evidence from the music video . 

Let’s use the graphic organizer on the bottom of 
page 100 .

Now, let’s open the YLA App and open Break it 
Down, collaborate, and share our opinions . As 
always, let’s support each opinion with evidence 
from the video .

Discussion 
(15 min)

Continue with a discussion-based class. 
Use page 101 DFA workbooks, Break 
It Down online, or go off-line and 
write these questions (one at a time) on 
the board and use them as a point of  
further discussion.

You will find them in the At Your Finger-
tips box below.

Now let’s turn to page 101 in your Dignity for All 
workbook and answer these questions together . 

1 . Why do you think Rebecca looks worried when 
shee sees Lori?

2 . What could be happening inside Rebecca’s 
brain as she is anticipating being attacked?

3 . How could the girls who push the tray do 
something so cruel?

4 . How would empathy by bystanders help relieve 
her stress?

continued on next page 
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Lesson Plan (continued)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Conclusion 
(5 min)

At the end of  the activity, have students 
respond to one question and turn it in 
for review.

• What happens in the brain when 
one person feels empathy from 
another?

• What are the benefits to making a 
thoroughly safe and caring school 
environment?

As your exit ticket today answer these 2 
questions before you leave class and turn them 
in .

• What happens in the brain when one person 
feels empathy from another?

• What are the benefits to making a thoroughly 
safe and caring school environment?

 
Next Steps

TW tell class: Until our next class, I want you to try some mindfulness exercises and write in 
your DFA workbook about any changes you feel or see . 

QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 1
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Break It Down: What Empathy and 
Mindfulness Can Do for You 
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At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 1
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Learning Checklist
✔ Find ways to connect to other’s feelings (don’t judge or try to fix)

✔ Look behind the scenes to find out how others think and feel

✔ Listen and respond to both sides

✔ Discover how empathy and mindfulness improve the way we respond to others

✔ See how your attitude changes with a deeper understanding

Questions and Answers to Help Guide Your Classroom Discussion

Clip: Rebecca being bullied in the Cafeteria, 1:12 to 1:19 

1.  Why do you think Rebecca looks scared 
before she’s attacked by the girls in the 
cafeteria? Possible Answer: She’s acting as 
though she may have experienced bullying by 
the girls before and is preparing for it to hap-
pen again. 

2.  What could be happening inside Rebec-
ca’s brain as she is anticipating being 
attacked? Possible Answer: Past acts of  bully-
ing increase her fear and activate the release 
of  stress hormones in her brain, impairing her 
ability to think clearly and preparing her for 
flight, fight or freeze. 

3. How could the girls who push the tray do 
something so cruel? Possible Answer: They 
seem to lack empathy. If  a school climate feels 
unsafe or unchecked, students may be in flight, 
fight, or freeze mode and their cerebral cortex, 
where empathy and emotional regulation re-
side, cuts off.

4. How would empathy by bystanders help 
relieve her stress? Possible Answer: Empathy 
expressed through validation and recognition 
from bystanders and friends helps the brain to 
recover from the effects of  the freeze response; 
and allows the target to think clearly about 
what is happening and what to do next.

5.  How could mindfulness and empathy 
help to create a safe and supportive 
school? Possible Answer: Being mindful of  the 
present moment and more understanding and 
emotionally-attuned to one’s feelings and the 
feelings of  others will help a person to remain 
calm and thoughtful, have positive, empathic 
and validating relationships, and be able to 
listen and respond to both sides in a dispute. 
Over time, this will help persons operate from 
their reflective brain and use insight. Also, this 
could help them feel safe and willing to make 
validating statements to one another and take 
risks to help each other.

Break It Down: What Empathy and 
Mindfulness Can Do for You 
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At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 1
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Graphic Organizer Example

CHARACTER FEELINGS THOUGHTS NEEDS

Rebecca

Girl who pushed

Bystanders

Break It Down: What Empathy and 
Mindfulness Can Do for You 
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QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 2
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Instructor Notes 
Behind the Scenes: Tasha 

Background
Behind the Scenes provides a sample fictional account of  a character’s possible “back-story” – the story be-
hind what we see – to better understand what we each might be thinking, feeling, and needing. YLA works 
to build compassion; to help students develop more supportive relationships with one another; and to 
“stand together” to prevent acts of  discrimination, violence, harassment and bullying.

Behind the Scenes is used throughout Dignity for All as an exercise to practice mentalization, a concept coined by 
Peter Fonagy from the University of  London. It expands on the notion of  “empathy” to include the ability to 
reflect upon self, others, and self-in-relationship to others. It is based largely on developmental theory, especially 
attachment theory, and now also is supported and further elaborated upon by findings from neuroscience. 

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives: 
 qFind connections with the feelings, thoughts, and 
wishes through the details of  other’s lives

 qDevelop mentalization skills – the practice of  
reflecting on each other’s back-story (the beliefs, 
emotions, and desires of  others)

 qDevelop interpersonal skills –compassion, listen-
ing, questioning, and social-awareness – for the 
“Restorative Circles” to come in Quest 3

ELA Learning Objectives
 q Identify the role individuals play over the course 
of  an event in text and media (R.1, R.2, R.3, R.7). 

 qAcquire and use complex vocabulary to enhance 
writing and discussions (L.6).

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qWriting materials

 qA copy of  the text of  Tasha’s Behind the Scenes 
if  not provided by the Dignity for All workbook

 qA copy of  the Restorative Enquiry Questions for 
the role-play activity if  not provided by the Digni-
ty for All workbook

 qBAND bracelets

 qDecide if  you want to do the role-playing activity 

as a whole class, in small groups, or in pairs. If  
small groups, make sure you have pre-assigned 
groups of  3 – you’ll want prep time to think 
through casting and groups who can work to-
gether when talking about emotional content.

Customizing Your Curriculum

Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for students 
with little prior knowledge of  the objectives in this ac-
tivity, here is an activity to extend their learning: 

 qCoding Protocol: Take a section of  the passage 
and complete the annotation together using the 
guide below. 

• Highlight the parts of  the story that point 
to her beliefs or what she’s thinking

• Underline the parts of  the story or charac-
ter details that hint at what she’s feeling

• Circle parts of  the story details where you 
have a personal connection.

Vocabulary
• perception

• undocumented

• strained

• therapy

continued on next page 
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 qAs a teacher, please determine what type of  
scaffolding strategy is best to use: teacher read-
aloud or preview vocabulary prior to the teach-
er read-aloud. If  you have students who require 
a challenge, ask them to provide more story de-
tails that would help them connect even more 
with the character’s experiences. 

Enrichment Activities
 qDirect students to the blog on the government’s 
site, Stop Bullying, www.stopbullying.gov/blog, 
(also found in YLA’s Hot Link Library), to read 
current news and stories about bullying. En-
courage students to choose one story that leaves 
the biggest impression. Using the text, explain 
why this story has the greatest impact on you. 
The students can also add current news and in-
formation about bullying to the Wall of  Ideas 
bulletin board. 

 qAs an in-class activity or homework assignment, 
direct students individually or in groups to writ-
ten or printed media outlets like magazines, 
websites, newspapers and journals. Ask the stu-
dents to make one collage consisting of  both 
words and images that they find that represent 
the scenes or elicit emotions that are related to 
what Tasha is feeling. 

 qAs a second collage have students include imag-
es that the media portrays that may be adding 
to what Tasha is experiencing. Have them find 
images or words that represent things that may 
have influenced her emotions. 

 qTell students that at some point we all feel this 
way, but that the feeling ends. Instruct the stu-
dents to write a single paragraph about a time 
that they wanted to feel invisible and add it to 
the collage. Students can then turn their proj-
ects in or present them to the class. 

Classroom Alternatives 
The role-playing activity that accompanies the 
Behind the Scenes curriculum is written so that 
you can divide your students into groups of  3 and 
assign each student a part. The students then ask 
each other the questions and answer as the char-
acter they were assigned, but there are many oth-
er options to explore. As a teacher you know the 
developmental and cognitive abilities of  your stu-
dents and the cohesiveness of  the class. Feel free to 
alter this activity to fit your student’s needs.

 qThis can be done as an individual worksheet 
that encourages each student to “play the part” 
of  each character and respond to the questions 
accordingly.

 qYou can also divide the class up into groups and 
have each group of  3 answer one set of  ques-
tions in front of  the whole class.

 qYou can assign each student a role and have all 
students ask all students the questions- so that 
you get multiple answers for each of  the ques-
tions asked. This will strengthen the understand-
ing that there is more than one right answer for 
any question and that we all answer questions 
or react from our own background knowledge 
and skill set. 

 qPlease feel free to be creative.

Assessment
 qUse the General Scoring Guide to assess your 
student’s self-management, self- and social 
awareness, relationship skills, and content learn-
ing. If  possible meet with your students period-
ically to discuss their individual progress. You 
can introduce this to your students in the begin-
ning of  class and refer to it throughout. This will 
give your students an idea of  the skills you will 
be looking for from them during your class time.

QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 2
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Instructor Notes 
Behind the Scenes: Tasha 
(continued)

http://www.stopbullying.gov/blog
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Lesson Plan (50 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(5 min)

• Make sure that your Wall of  Ideas 
is up.

• Play the clip where Tasha is sitting 
at a table behind Rebecca (Tasha 
Clip: Rebecca being bullied in the 
Cafeteria, 1:12 to 1:19).

• Be sure to have your DFA work-
books out so the students can follow 
along.

• Today we are going to learn more about one of 
the characters from the video . Who remembers 
Tasha?

• Does anyone remember Tasha’s role in the 
cycle of bullying that we discussed last class?

• Let’s watch this again . Pay close attention to 
Tasha, who is sitting in the background .

Once students have seen the clip… 

• What are you impressions of Rebecca right 
now? 

Reading 
(5 min)

• Look at At Your Fingertips and have 
students turn to page 102 to read 
Tasha’s story. 

• Remind students to remember 
BAND while completing this activ-
ity. 

• Have students read Tasha’s story 
silently or together. For more tips 
on active reading strategies, refer to 
page 23 in the Administrative Support 
Guide.

• Let’s learn a little bit more about Rebecca’s 
life that we don’t see in the video . 

• Take out your DFA workbook and turn to page 
102, and make sure you remember BAND as 
feelings and thoughts come up . 

• Take a second and read this to yourself . As you 
read think about what she may be thinking 
or feeling and how your relate to parts of her 
story . 

• Once you have read her story, answer the 
questions under “Think .”  

Activity 
(15 min)

• Look at At Your Fingertips and have 
students turn to page 103 in their 
workbooks to the Role-Playing 
Activity. 

• In this activity you will group 
students in groups of  3 and then 
assign each students a role: Rebecca, 
Bystander, or Upstander. 

• Once students have been given their 
group/role assignments, have them 
begin by answering the questions in 
the column that they were assigned 
as that person/role. 

• Once students have answered the 
questions for their own roles, they 
should share with their group to 
complete the chart. 

• Today we are going to do some role playing . 
We are splitting up into groups .

• I will assign each person a role: Rebecca, a 
bystander and an upstander .

Teacher assigns roles. 

• Turn to page 103 in your workbook and get 
started . You should record your answers on 
your chart from the point of view of your 
assigned role . Remember, there are no right or 
wrong answers, so just answer truthfully . 

• Once you have answered the questions for 
your role you should compare answers with 
your group members . Complete your chart with 
their responses . 

• Think about how your responses were the 
same . How were they different?

QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 2
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Behind the Scenes: Tasha 

continued on next page 
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Lesson Plan (continued)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Activity 
Discussion 
(10 min)

After learning about Tasha you can 
now have a discussion with the class 
bringing in key vocabulary and lessons 
you have learned. Make this an open 
discussion, be sure that the students 
know that there is no wrong answer 
and that part of  this discussion is 
learning to respect others’ opinions and 
thoughts.

• Let’s take some time to discuss what you have 
learned about Tasha . There are no wrong answers 
and please remember to be respectful of each 
other . 

• Did knowing her backstory change your 
mind at all about what you saw?

• Did you “feel” differently about Tasha as 
you watched the video and learned more 
about her story? 

• What connections can you draw from your 
own life?

• Now let’s take a look at our Role-Playing 
Chart . Looking at your answers, how can 
knowing what others are thinking, feeling, 
and wanting change your own thoughts 
and feelings? Take a few minutes and write 
down any observations in our workbook 
under the chart .

• Can anyone share their observations?

Conclusion 
(10 min)

TW have students reflect back to learn-
ing about the roles of  bullying. 

• On a slip of  paper, to use as an “exit 
ticket,” ask the students to explain, 
in writing, the difference between 
bystander and upstander behavior. 
Use at least one scenario to show the 
difference.

• Take this slip of paper and reflect back to the 
definitions of the bystander and upstander . 
Write down the difference between these 
definitions in your own words using real life 
examples . Hand them to me as you leave . 

Next Steps TW tell class: As always, until next class, I would like you to continue to pay attention to 
what is happening around you . Take notes in your journal if you want and try to be aware of 
the relationships around you including any bullying you may see .

QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 2
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Behind the Scenes: Tasha 
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At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 2
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOUBehind the Scenes: Tasha 

Tasha, seated at one of the tables in this scene.

Clip: Rebecca being bullied in the Cafeteria, 1:12 to 1:19
Tasha wants to be invisible. Tasha’s mom and dad are undocumented immigrants and don’t speak 
English. Tasha’s little brother Luca has severe autism. Her parents work hard for little money and 
are afraid to look for help, so Luca has had no therapy or education. Her parents are so stressed and 
strained by caring for Luca that Tasha never complains because she doesn’t want to add to their 
troubles. 

As far as Tasha is concerned, being invisible is the best solution. She wears boring clothes, hides 
during lunch, and never raises her hand in class, even though she knows all the answers to the ques-
tions. The other kids in her class think Tasha is deaf  or mute because she never speaks. She never 
intervenes when someone else is bullied, because why would she call attention to herself ? Like her 
parents, she is terrified of  attention because it could cause more trouble than it’s worth.

When Tasha gets her first period, during school, she doesn’t even realize it until she hears kids laugh-
ing at her. Tasha realizes she’s been walking around with huge stains on her pants, and in that single 
moment, Tasha is no longer invisible. Some kids fill her locker with tampons, to ‘educate’ her, which 
only adds to Tasha’s complete humiliation. Tasha wants to run away and disappear. It occurs to her 
that her parents might not even miss her. She wishes she were dead.

Role-Playing Activity: Tasha and Rebecca

TASHA REBECCA UPSTANDER

What were you thinking when you 
watched what was happening to 
Rebecca?

What were you thinking when they 
knocked over your tray?

What were your immediate 
reactions to seeing Rebecca?

How did it make you feel to see 
Rebecca being bullied?

How did it make you feel? What did you do that made you an 
upstander versus a bystander?

How did you react to Rebecca’s 
bullying incident?

How did you react to this 
situation?

How did helping Rebecca make 
you feel?

What do you need to make this 
right?

What do you think can be done to 
repair the harm?

What made you choose to help 
instead of watching Rebecca’s 
situation?

What would you have needed to 
help you change it?

What kind of support would you 
have needed to do something 
differently?

Why did you feel you were able to 
help her?
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QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 3
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Instructor Notes 
Write to the Point: What Mindfulness  
and Empathy Can Do for You

Background
The purpose of  this activity is to make the content more meaningful by connecting it to one’s life 
experiences. This prompt can get students to begin to think more about the impact of  empathy 
and mindfulness, and raises students’ awareness of  the specific actions of  recognizing each other’s 
strengths and validating each other’s struggles. They are provided a writing prompt and guiding ques-
tions to help spark their reflective process.

Today the question will be: Tell a story about a time when empathy or reflection made you or some-
one you know feel better or interested at school. What was the action that was empathic or reflective? 
How was the action more understanding and emotionally-attuned to one’s feelings and the feelings 
of  others? What did they say or do that validated one another’s struggles or recognized one other’s 
strengths? What did you notice about the feelings during or afterwards? What did you notice about 
how people were acting toward each other after feelings empathy or mindful meditation?

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives: 
 qAnalyze the impact of  empathy and mindful-
ness

 qRaise awareness of  the specific actions that 
recognize each other’s strengths and validate 
each other’s struggles. 

 qMake a meaningful, personal connection to 
the importance of  empathy and reflection. 

ELA Learning Objectives:
Demonstrate understanding of content through 
writing (R.7, W.2, W.6, W.9, SL.4, L.6). 

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qWriting materials

 qAt Your Fingertips printouts

Customizing Your Curriculum

Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for stu-
dents with little prior knowledge of  the objectives 
in this activity:

 qEncourage them to utilize the additional re-
sources available in Write to the Point. The 
Heads Up feature provides students with ques-
tions to guide the development and organiza-
tion of  their writing. The Double Check fea-
ture assists students with writing conventions, 
spelling, and mechanics.  

Enrichment Activities
 qDirect participants to the Compassion 
Meditation (also found in YLA’s Hotlink 
Library), a guided mindfulness meditation that 
can be done individually or as a class.

Assessment
 qUse the Write to the Point Scoring Rubric to 
evaluate the students’ writing. You may also 
choose to use your own rubric.

Vocabulary
• validate

• recognize

• meditation

• mindfulness

• reflection
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QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 3
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Write to the Point: What Mindfulness  
and Empathy Can Do for You 

Lesson Plan (40 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(15 min)

Using any teaching technique 
appropriate for your class, revisit 
vocabulary and concepts previ-
ously introduced.  

• Suggestions: Have students 
brainstorm domain vocabulary 
learned and actions of  recog-
nition, validation, meditation, 
and reflection. Capture the 
words on an anchor chart, 
board or pro- jection system 
for use during the writing 
activity.

Today we are going to write about a time when you 
noticed that either empathy or reflection made you or 
someone you know feel better or more interested at 
school .

But first let’s review a few of the vocabulary words 
and key points that we learned . Let’s brainstorm 
some specific actions that would recognize someone’s 
strengths and validate someone’s struggles .

Introduction 
(5 min)

• Provide the DFA workbook 
and turn to the Write to the 
Point on page 104.

• Read aloud the questions 
with the students and answer 
any questions they may have 
before they begin writing. The 
questions are provided in the 
At Your Fingertips box below.

• Who can help me read this out loud today? 

• Be sure to listen carefully and ask me any questions 
you may need clarified before you begin writing .

• Tell a story about your idea of a safe and supportive 
school climate . 

• Remember to take a look at the “Heads Up” 
questions . Those are there to help think about your 
ideas and give you material for your writing .

• What happened? 

• What was the action that was empathic or 
reflective? 

• What did you or someone you know say or do 
that validated struggles or recognized strengths? 

• How was the action understanding and 
emotionally-attuned to someone’s feelings?

• If you picked reflection, how was the action 
reflective or helping you become aware of your 
emotions or feelings? 

• What did you notice about the feelings during or 
afterward? 

• What did you notice about how people were 
acting toward each other after feeling empathy 
or mindful meditation?

continued on next page 
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Lesson Plan (continued)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Activity 
(20 min)

• Now have them write their 
story.

• Remind them to answer the 
questions provided above.

Now let’s take 20 minutes to tell a story about your 
idea of a safe and supportive school climate . Use the 
questions as guidelines when writing .

Use the “Double Check” at the end to proofread your 
work .

Collect 
(5 min)

• Collect the papers or if  writing 
in DFA workbooks ask students 
to close their books.

Wherever you are in your writing, just go ahead and 
close your workbook now or click SUBMIT in your YLA 
App . 

Let’s share our ideas . 

Discussion 
(10 min)

• Open the classroom up for a 
discussion using the questions 
provided. 

• What are some examples of recognizing one 
another’s strengths? 

• What are some examples of validating one another’s 
struggles? 

• What happens in the brain when our strengths are 
recognized or struggles are validated? 

• What happens in the brain when we feel empathy 
from another person?

• Let’s take a look at the Learning Checklist for this 
Step and see if together we’ve reached our goals:

• Understand how mindfulness meditation and 
empathy can calm fear and improve both brain 
function and relationships . 

• Analyze how and why trusting relationships and 
caring communities can improve life and learning 
outcomes .

Next Steps TW tell class: Until our next class, try to recognize the strengths of others and validate their 
struggles . Then, write down your experiences on your journaling page in your DFA workbook 
when you come back .

QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 3
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Write to the Point: What Mindfulness  
and Empathy Can Do for You 
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• What happened? 
• What was the action that was empathic 

or reflective? 
• What did you or someone you know say 

or do that validated struggles or recog-
nized strengths? 

• How was the action understanding and 
emotionally-attuned to someone’s feelings?

• If  you picked reflection, how was the 
action reflective or helping you become 
aware of  your emotions or feelings? 

• What did you notice about the feelings 
during or afterward? 

• What did you notice about how people 
were acting toward each other after feel-
ing empathy or mindful meditation?

Questions for Classroom Discussion
• What are some examples of  recognizing 

one another’s strengths? 
• What are some examples of  validating 

one another’s struggles? 
• What happens in the brain when our 

strengths are recognized or struggles are 
validated? 

• What happens in the brain when we feel 
empathy from another person?

• Let’s take a look at the Learning Check-
list for this Step and see if  together we’ve 
reached our goals:
• Understand how mindfulness med-

itation and empathy can calm fear 
and improve both brain function and 
relationships. 

• Analyze how and why trusting rela-
tionships and caring communities can 
improve life and learning outcomes.

At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 3
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU
“Heads-Up” Questions to Prompt Your Writing:
Tell a story about a time when empathy or reflection made you or 
someone you know feel better or interested at school .

continued on next page 
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At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 3
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Scoring Rubric
Directions: Use the rubric to help you score 
writing responses. Use the results to determine 
specific writing instruction needs. If  at all 
possible, meet with the students after you have 
used the Scoring Rubric and discuss the results 
and plans for improving his or her performance. 
Student Average Score = (Evidence and Content Score + 
Organization Score  + Writing Conventions Score)/3

How to determine student scores:

Score Performance description
4 Above average

3 Sufficient

2 Developing

1 Needs Improvement

Performance criteria Score
EVIDENCE AND CONTENT

Effectively uses a variety of content-based evidence to enhance personal experiences 4
Sufficiently connects content-based evidence to personal experiences 3
Some evidence used with few meaningful connections 2
Focus on topic is not clearly defined and there are little to not meaningful connections 1
ORGANIZATION

The organization and focus of the writing are meaningful and are consistent throughout 4
The organization of the writing is adequate and the focus is maintained 3
The organization of the writing is sustained at times . Sequencing of details and transitions are limited . 2
The organization of writing lacks focus . Sequencing of details is not clear and transitions are not evident . 1
WRITING CONVENTIONS

Demonstrates consistent use of correct spelling, capitalization, complete sentences and punctuation . 4
Demonstrates use of spelling, capitalization, complete sentences and punctuation, which are generally correct . 3
Demonstrates basic grasp of the standard writing conventions . Errors in conventions may impair readability . 2
Demonstrates a minimal grasp of standard writing conventions . Numerous errors distract or confuse 
the reader .

1

Tell a story about a time when empathy or reflection made you or 
someone you know feel better or interested at school .
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QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 3
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Instructor Notes 
Just the Facts: The Simplest of Acts

Background
Just the Facts provides students the opportunity to acquire information about the topic, contextual-
ized in a clip from the video, through close reading. The purpose of  this activity is to expand students’ 
understanding of  how reflection, empathy, and reflective communities can impact their lives and life 
goals. 

Learning Objectives

Content Objectives
 qUnderstand the purpose for developing in-
terpersonal skills, which change the negative 
attitudes, feelings, and behaviors that lead to 
bullying.

 qSee the direct impact that a safe, supportive, 
reflective school community can have on a life.

 qUnderstand how the functioning of  the brain 
relates to bullying.

ELA Learning Objectives
 q Identify the role peers, home and school play 
over the course of  an event by reading text and 
viewing media (R.1, R.2, R.3, R.7).

 qSummarize and explain, in writing and speak-
ing, details presented across multiple forms of  
text and media (R.7, W.2, SL.1, SL.2, SL.3).

 qAcquire and use complex vocabulary to en-
hance writing and discussions (L.6).

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qWriting Materials

 qPrintouts from At Your Fingertips box below

Customizing Your Curriculum

Support Activities
If  you need to provide additional support for stu-
dents with little prior knowledge of  the objectives 
in this activity, here is an activity to extend their 
learning: 

 qCoding Protocol: Take a section of  the pas-
sage and complete the annotation together us-
ing the guide below. 

• Highlight examples of  empathy

• Underline key ideas that help explain the 
impact of  empathy and reflection on a 
student’s life

• Circle vocabulary words to define in the 
margins

continued on next page 

Vocabulary
• biochemicals

• adrenaline

• prefrontal 
cortex

• empathy

• reflective brain

• insight

• attunement

• rehash

• regulate

• integrative 
fibers

• interpersonal

• indulge

• neural

• upper cortex
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Enrichment Activities
 qHave students develop a picture book explain-
ing empathy to younger children. Ensure they 
illustrate empathy in action.

Assessment
 qAs an Exit Ticket, have students complete this 
chart in the Dignity for All workbook. Or, copy 
and distribute the chart from At your Fingertips.

 qUse the General Scoring Guide to assess your 
student’s self-management, self- and social 
awareness, relationship skills, and content 
learning. If  possible meet with your students 
periodically to discuss their individual prog-
ress. You can introduce this to your students in 
the beginning of  class and refer to it through-
out. This will give your students an idea of  the 
skills you will be looking for from them during 
your class time. 

QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 3
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Instructor Notes 
Just the Facts: The Simplest of Acts
(continued)

EFFECT ON THE BODY
EFFECT ON THE 

EMOTIONS
EFFECT ON THE ABILITY 

TO LEARN

Stress Response 
Mode

Reflection

Empathy
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QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 3
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU

Just the Facts: The Simplest of Acts

Lesson Plan (40 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(15 min)

TW have written on the board the 
vocabulary words and concepts from 
this section.

Talk about how we are going to define 
each of  these words and concepts 
throughout this class.

• Relate each word or phrase to the 
lessons they learned in the music 
video in order to help them visualize 
and conceptualize the definitions.

Today we are going to learn a lot of helpful 
vocabulary and concepts that will aid in our 
understanding of how reflection, empathy, and 
reflective communities can impact your life and 
life goals .

Think back to the music video we watched last 
class . As we read and define these words, let’s 
relate them to specific characters we met and the 
situations they were in .

Introduction 
(10 min)

Have the students open their work-
books to page 105 and take a few mo-
ments to jot down what they’ve learned 
up to this point in Quest 2.

Now, let’s open to page 105 in the workbook . 
Take a moment and jot down anything you’ve 
learned so far in Quest 2 .

Activity 
(10 min)

Open YLA App to project Just the 
Facts and/or instruct students to open 
their workbooks to page 106 and read 
silently or together. For more tips on 
active reading strategies, refer to page 
23 in Administrative Support Guide.

Let’s open our DFA workbook to page 106 .

I’ll open our YLA App to project the close reading 
text . 

Can someone volunteer to read this section out 
loud for the class?

Discussion 
(5 min)

After reading the text, now take the 
time to start a discussion about what 
they have learned and clear up any 
vocabulary or conceptual questions.

Now let’s take some time to discuss what you 
learned . Are there any concepts that you want me 
to help clarify? Are there any vocabulary words 
that seem confusing? What are your thoughts 
about the concepts that we learned about today? 
Did anything surprise you?

Exit Ticket 
(5 min)

Distribute the chart with students com-
pleting the example behaviors column, 
or have them fill it out in the workbook 
on page 107.

As an exit ticket take out the notecard I provided  
and fill in this chart . 

OR

As an exit ticket, fill out the chart on page 107 
in your workbook .

Next Steps TW tell class: Until our next class, I want you to take notice of your reflective brain . Notice 
moments when you are aware of your own feelings and the feelings of others . Notice how 
using BAND changes your experiences . Note anything in your DFA workbook .
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Just the Facts:  
The Simplest of Acts – Mindfulness and Empathy 

The reflective brain, or prefrontal cortex, is lo-
cated behind the forehead. It is the Control Cen-
ter of  the brain. The reflective brain allows us to 
manage and take charge of  all of  the other parts 
of  the brain. When we are operating from our 
reflective brain – that is, our personal awareness 
and attunement – we are able to calm our fears, 
tune into and understand the feelings of  others, 
develop insight, make better decisions, be more 
flexible, become better able to consider conse-
quences before taking actions, organize, plan, 
and delay gratification. These are the many func-
tions that allow us to be successful in our lives and 
in our relationships. 

According to UC Berkeley’s a Greater Good, 
mindfulness means maintaining a  
moment-by-moment awareness of our 
thoughts, feelings, bodily sensations, 
and surrounding environment. Mindful-
ness also involves acceptance, meaning that we 
pay attention to our thoughts and feelings with-
out judging them—without believing, for instance, 
that there’s a “right” or “wrong” way to think or 
feel in a given moment. When we practice mind-
fulness, our thoughts tune into what we’re sensing 
in the present moment rather than rehashing the 
past or imagining the future. 

Reflection and the awareness of  our own feelings, 
thoughts, and motivations can help calm our 
fears; and empathy, the ability to tune into and 
understand the feelings of  others can help to reg-
ulate the emotions of  others. Therefore, the im-
portance of  practicing empathy is crucial. In fact, 
trauma expert Dr. Bruce Perry posits that one 
of the primary functions that humans 
perform for one another is their ability 
to regulate each other’s emotions . He 
states that individuals need to experience sever-

al interpersonal encounters each day where they 
feel recognized and validated by another person. 
Such experiences activate the pleasure centers in 
the brain. 

For adolescents, practicing mindfulness and em-
pathy is particularly important. Recent studies 
in neuroscience show that empathic, caring en-
counters with others not only light up the plea-
sure centers in the brain, but also facilitate the 
development of  integrative fibers in the brain. 
That means that emotional attunement from an-
other can make the entire brain work better. Both 
results are important for teenagers as two things 
are happening – it is the period of  time when the 
prefrontal cortex is developing, and the reward 
center of  the brain is more active than behavior-
al control areas. In other words, safe and sup-
portive school climates that are filled 
with empathic peer and adult relation-
ships could greatly increase the likeli-
hood that students will be able to attain  
personal life goals, like successful ca-
reers and healthy families. In contrast, to 
the extent that we do not regularly have these nec-
essary interpersonal experiences of  connection, 
we are at risk of  indulging in addictive, destructive, 
and self-destructive behaviors, and preventing our 
life’s potential and the pursuit of  our dreams.

The practice of  mindfulness and empathy can 
have an even more far-reaching impact on a 
young person’s life. The more a young person 
practices mindfulness and empathy, the more 
likely neural connections are formed between the 
prefrontal cortex and upper cortex. In fact, ac-
cording to Siegel, reflective practices have been 
shown to ‘grow’ the reflective brain, giving young 
people a better chance to have successful, healthy, 
wealthy lives. 

At Your Fingertips QUEST 2 | STEP 3 | LESSON 3
WHAT MINDFULNESS AND EMPATHY 

CAN DO FOR YOU
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Exit Ticket from DFA workbook 

EFFECT ON THE BODY
EFFECT ON THE 

EMOTIONS
EFFECT ON THE ABILITY 

TO LEARN

Stress Response 
Mode

Reflection

Empathy

Just the Facts: The Simplest of Acts – 
Mindfulness and Empathy
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QUEST 2
POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

Instructor Notes 
Final Answer: Post-Learning Assessment

Background
The purpose of  this Post-Learning Assessment is to measure a sample of  the content taught in Quest 
2. Though this assessment does not cover all the criteria covered in the Quest, it should provide evi-
dence of  student knowledge Please note, this assessment has the same items as the Quest 2 Pre-Learn-
ing Assessment. Please take a moment and examine student progress.

Learning Objectives
 q Identifying student present knowledge

 qReviewing the objectives of  the Dignity for All 
complete course

Preparation and Additional Materials
 qWriting Materials

 qFinal Answer Post-Learning Assessment tool 
either on the computer or as a handout.

 

Customizing Your Curriculum

Support Activities
 qHave students respond to constructed response 
items related to examples pulled from media 
sources with either verbally or with written re-
sponses.

 qYou can give this as an oral exam for those stu-
dents who need it. 

Vocabulary
• N/A
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QUEST 2
POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

Final Answer: Quest 2 Post-Learning 
Assessment

Lesson Plan (40 Min .)

WHAT TO DO SUGGESTED TEACHER PROMPTS

Hook 
(15 min)

• Begin the class by handing out 
the Quest 2 Final assessment test 
either in workbook form, online 
or otherwise.

• Then start class by asking the 
students to take a few minutes to 
retake the same quiz they took on 
the first day of  class. 

Please take 5 min to silently complete this post-
assessment . It isn’t graded . We are using this to see 
what you have learned since the beginning of Quest 2 . 

Introduction 
(10 min)

• On the board write the three 
Quest titles with the descriptions 
of  each. This helps frame the 
lessons and entire course.

• Instruct students to return to 
their personal learning goals, on 
page 77 in the workbook.

• Have them look over them and 
reflect on what they think they 
have learned silently. They can 
write a few words on a sheet of  
paper, in their workbooks or just 
silently reflect. Let them know it 
won’t be graded.

Remember, Dignity for All is composed of 3 sections, or 
Quests:

• Understanding Bullying

• How Reflection and Empathy Can Change My Life

• Creating Safe, Supportive, Reflective Communities

We have just finished Quest 2 . Turn to page 77 in your 
Dignity for All workbooks and look at the learning goals 
you set for yourself in the beginning of Quest 2 .

How do you think we did? Did you meet your goals? Let’s 
take 5 minutes and reflect in our workbooks about what 
you learned in Quest 2 .

Activity 
(10 min)

• Lead a thoughtful open discus-
sion about what the students 
learned.

Does anyone want to share?

What surprised you the most about what you learned?

Discussion 
(5 min)

• TW refer to the Wall of  Ideas 
and add anything that is needed 
in Quest 2 before you move on to 
Quest 3.

Does anyone have anything they want to add to our 
workbooks? Anything you learned that isn’t reflected 
here?

Let’s see if there are any unanswered questions on our 
Wall of Ideas that we can answer now .

Conclusion 
(5 min)

Provide a small note card as an exit 
ticket. Have students write in a few 
words what they thought about 
what they learned in Quest 2.

Before you leave class today, I would like you to write a 
few words about what you learned and what may have 
surprised you in Quest 2 . Don’t put your name on it . I 
just want to hear your honest thoughts .

Next Steps TW tell class: Wear your BAND bracelet and experiment with it . Try using it in moments when 
you feel bodily sensations or thoughts of fight, flight, or freeze, and jot down what you 
notice . Reflect on how you’re supporting yourself in these moments, how you’re having self-
compassion . These moments are important as we move in to Quest 3!
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At Your Fingertips

Final Answer: Post-Learning Assessment

QUEST 2
POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

Please use the Quest 2 post-learning assessment Final Answer: Attitude Transformation that is located 
in the student workbook, online under the Final Answer icon, or here on the following page.

Answer Key for Final Answer:
1. C 2. B 3. A 4. D 5. D 6. B 7. D 8. D
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Quest 2 Post-Learning Assessment:  
Attitude Transformation

At Your Fingertips QUEST 2
POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

Final Answer: Attitude Transformation
Directions: Please mark an X next to the best response.

1. Which of  the following best explains 
the Reflective Brain?
___ a. Section of  the brain that allows us to 

physically move and react.
___ b. Section of  the brain in the middle that 

is the emotional center of  the brain.
___ c. Section of  the brain behind the fore-

head that allows us to think about what 
is going on in ourselves and others.

___ d. Section of  the brain that allows us to 
meditate.

2. What is the definition of  empathy?
___ a. A lack of  interest or concern.
___ b. A perceived understanding of  a 

person’s feelings or emotions, motiva-
tions, and state of  mind.

___ c. A feeling of  sorrow for someone else’s 
feelings or circumstance.

___ d. A feeling of  happiness and comfort.

3. What does it mean when someone says, 
I am about to “flip my lid!”?
___ a. The emotional brain becomes over-

whelmed and no longer communicates 
with the reflective part of  the brain.

___ b. The upper brain becomes rational 
and pushes the reflective section of  
the brain to react.

___ c. The reflective section of  the brain 
becomes excited and develops a sense 
of  self-awareness.

___ d. The midbrain senses a threat and acti-
vates a response of  flight, fight or freeze.

4. Which word best describes a bully’s 
behavior?
___ a. passive
___ b. empathic

___ c. active
___ d. aggressive

5. Why do bystanders play a pivotal role in 
the cycle of  bullying?
___ a. They can become bullies.
___ b. They can show empathy to the target. 
___ c. They can be passive and send a message to 

bullies that their actions should continue.
___ d. All of  the above

6. What is NOT an example of  how the 
cycle of  bullying continues?
___ a. Targets becomes bullies to feel a sense 

of  power.
___ b. The bystanders show empathy to the 

target.
___ c. The target freezes with fear.
___ d. The bullying behavior has been 

passed down through generations.

7. What is an example of  how our bodies 
react to threat?
___ a. Our bodies release hormones and bio-

chemicals.
___ b. Our heart rates increase so that our 

body is prepared to react.
___ c. Our brains’ ability to think critically 

and reflect is cut off.
___ d. All of  the above.

8. Which is true about safe and supportive 
school climates?
___ a. Bullying can occur in secret.
___ b. Bystanders choose not to intervene.
___ c. Bullying reaches a larger audience.
___ d. The likelihood that students will be able 

to attain personal life goals is greatly 
increased.
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At Your Fingertips QUEST 2
POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

Collaborative Discussion Scoring Guide

Name __________________________  Teacher ______________________  Date  ________________

Directions: Periodically observe a few students during a discussion. Use this scoring guide to diagnose 
their need for specific instruction in individual discussion characteristics. Or, use the scoring guide to eval-
uate the quality of  control of  discussion characteristics for grading purposes. If  at all possible, meet with 
the students after you have used the Scoring Guide and discuss the results and plans for improving his or 
her performance.

LISTENER DEMONSTRATES BEHAVIOR: ALWAYS SOMETIMES NEVER

Body is turned towards speaker

Makes eye contact with speaker

Nods or smiles if appropriate

Does not interrupt  speaker

Jots a brief note while listening with the intent of 
questioning or extending speaker’s point

Waits for speaker to finish before  responding

QUALITY OF DISCUSSION:
ABOVE 
AVERAGE AVERAGE

BELOW 
AVERAGE/ 
NEEDS 
WORK

Asks relevant questions to clarify and show  interest

Asks the speaker to express him/herself in another way 
when unsure of  what the speaker is  saying

Paraphrases/ summarizes speaker’s main ideas to show 
understanding

Reflects the speaker’s feelings

Shares ideas, thoughts and facts about the topic

Sticks to the discussion topic by not including unrelated 
ideas or  facts

Comments express appreciation and respect towards speaker 
even when disagreeing

Speaks clearly
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At Your Fingertips QUEST 2
POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

Collaborative Learning Scoring Guide

Name __________________________  Teacher ______________________  Date  ________________

Directions: Periodically observe a few students during a discussion. Use this scoring guide to diagnose 
their need for specific instruction in individual discussion characteristics. Or, use the scoring guide to eval-
uate the quality of  control of  discussion characteristics for grading purposes. If  at all possible, meet with 
the students after you have used the Scoring Guide and discuss the results and plans for improving his or 
her performance.

LISTENER DEMONSTRATES BEHAVIOR: ALWAYS SOMETIMES NEVER

Body is turned toward speaker .

Makes eye contact with speaker .

Speaks clearly to group .

Does not interrupt speaker or engage in a side 
conversation .
Willing to listen to others’ points of view .

Sticks to the discussion topic by not including unrelated 
ideas or  facts .
Contributes ideas and information to the group .

Helps clarify and summarize ideas of the discussion for 
group .

Helps make group decisions and solve problems .

Helpful to all participants in group .

Treats others the way he/she wants to be treated .

Comments express appreciation and respect for group even 
when disagreeing .

Is willing to change plans .

Completes the assignment with other participants

Stays on task and uses time well

Accepts constructive criticism and advice from other 
participants
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QUEST 2
POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

At Your Fingertips

Write to the Point Scoring Guide

Name __________________________  Teacher ______________________  Date  ________________

Directions:  Review YLA participants’ E-Journal entries use this scoring guide to determine their 
need for specific writing instruction. If  at all possible, meet with the students after you have used the 
Scoring Guide and discuss the results and plans for improving his or her performance.

Primary Traits Performance Criteria
1. Uses standard paragraph framework:

a. Body sentences that support or expand upon opening statement 1 2 3 4
b. Introductory sentence that states main point or purpose; states 

prompt question
1 2 3 4

c. Last sentence concludes appropriately 1 2 3 4
d. Indents first word 1 2 3 4

2. Uses conventional sentence syntax:

3. Uses transitional words or devices to ensure flow of  text

1 2 3 4

4. Uses conventional punctuation 1 2 3 4

5. Uses conventional capitalization 1 2 3 4

6. Spelling: all the words are spelled correctly 1 2 3 4

7. Writing/printing is neat and readable 1 2 3 4

8. Clearly demonstrates understanding of  the task, completes all 
requirements, and provides an insightful explanation/opinion that 
links to or extends aspects of  the lesson

1 2 3 4

Performance Evaluation Rubric
Level Control of trait or skill

1 Little or no evidence of use of target trait or skill .

2  Performance is characterized by many errors . Minimal evidence of use of target trait or 
skill . Does not meet performance standard .

3  Performance is characterized by few errors . Adequate evidence of use of target trait or 
skill . Beginning to meet performance standard .

4  Performance is characterized by minimal errors and compares favorably with same age 
peers’ performance . Consistent evidence of appropriate use of target trait or skill . Meets 
performance standard .
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QUEST 2
POST-LEARNING ASSESSMENT

At Your Fingertips

General Scoring Guide  
for Social and Emotional Learning Competencies

Name____________  Teacher_________________  Date______________

Directions: Use this scoring guide to assess your student’s self- and social awareness, self-management, rela-
tionship skills, and content learning. If  possible, meet with your students periodically to discuss their individual 
progress. You can introduce this to your students in the beginning of  class and refer to it throughout. This will 
give your students an idea of  the skills you will be looking for from them during your class time.

Category Excellent- Good- Satisfactory Needs Improvement 

Grit and 
Growth –
Mindset

Student always 
shows effort to 
persevere through 
setbacks and 
difficulties, strongly 
believes in potential 
to change and grow .

Very often shows 
effort to persevere 
through setbacks 
and difficulties, 
believes in 
potential to 
change and grow .

Student shows 
willingness 
and effort to 
persevere but can 
give up during 
moments of 
difficulty . 

Student gives up easily, 
gets frustrated during 
a learning moment, 
doesn’t believe in the 
potential to change and 
grow . Rarely willing to 
believe in self-growth .

Focus on  
Class Work/ 
Self-
Management

Consistently stays 
focused on in-class 
work and what 
needs to be done . 
Very self-directed, 
almost always 
prepared, and a 
strong sense of self-
control .

Focuses on in-
class work and 
what needs to 
be done most of 
the time . Usually 
prepared for class 
and mostly self-
controlled .

Focuses on the 
task and what 
needs to be done 
some of the time . 
Often must be 
reminded by the 
teacher about 
what needs to 
get done .

Rarely focuses on class 
work and what needs 
to be done . Needs 
support to come to class 
prepared and get to 
work .

Class  
Participation

Routinely provides 
useful ideas when 
participating 
in classroom 
discussion . A 
definite leader who 
contributes a lot of 
effort .

Usually provides 
useful ideas when 
participating 
in classroom 
discussion . A 
strong student 
who tries hard .

Sometimes 
provide useful 
ideas when 
participating 
in classroom 
discussion .  A 
satisfactory 
student who does 
what is required .

Rarely provides useful 
ideas when participating 
in classroom discussion .  
May refuse to 
participate .

Collaboration/ 
Working with 
Others 

Almost always 
listens to, shares 
with, and considers 
the perspectives 
of others . Students 
can feel safe 
volunteering in this 
student’s presence .

Usually listens 
to, shares with, 
supports the 
efforts of others . 
Usually considers 
the perspectives of 
others .

Often shares with 
and supports the 
efforts of others, 
but sometimes 
does not consider 
the perspectives 
of others .

Rarely listens to, shares 
with, and supports the 
efforts of others .  Often 
disrupts or discourages 
others’ attempts to 
participate .
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